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preoccupation with Mediterranean amphorae and fmewares has prompted a discussion about the exchange of
goods and the character of the late antique and early
medieval Mediterranean economy.4 This has renewed the
debate on tbe entire range of Byzantine material culture
and also on problems concerning the history of individual
settlements and broader landscapes both in the
Mediterranean and in Western and Central Europe.' As a
result, a rapidly rising quantity of archaeological material
in Central and Western Europe has been identified as
having an origin in tbe Mediterranean area and/or in the
Byzantine Empire.

Introduction: recent developments in 'Byzantine'
finds
Interest in 'Byzantine' and/or ~Mediterranean' finds in
Western Europe has increased noticeably in recent years.
The material in question has usually been examined by
archaeologists of the early medieval barbarian kingdoms
of the Franks, Lombards, Anglo-Saxons and so on, as
well as those of equestrian nomads like Huns, Avars and
Bulgars, also at tbe peripbery of the Byzantine world.'
Much of this debate bas taken place in the Germanspeaking literature, wbere the emphasis bas been on
typical 'Byzantine' small finds and their possible
provenance, for example, the early Merovingian-period
swords (spathae) with gilt handles, belt buckles and
fittings, as well as belmets oftbe 'Baldenheim' type.'

Tbe purpose of this contribution is to examine a sample
of tbis material from a critical perspective and to rethink
its assumed provenance. The focus is on the eastern and
nortbern Merovingian kingdom, althougb there is no
claim that this comprises a complete survey of the
possible Mediterranean objects identified in the region.
The discussion centres on the question of whicb forms
can be deduced at all reliably to be from tbe
Mediterranean area and whether a provenance within the
Mediterranean region can be identified. It raises the
question of whether tbe term 'Byzantine' (as a descriptor
for this material) requires a critical re-defmition, and
wbether alternative designations for some objects would
not be more meaningful. Finally, this paper turns to the
problem of bow Mediterranean goods may have arrived
in the Frankish kingdom in the first place.

This researcb has taken place against a background of an
intensified interest in tbe arcbaeological study of Late
Antiquity and the Early Byzantine Empire. Tbe discovery
of production centres for amphorae, for example, has
permitted the reconstruction of exchange patterns and
discussion on the role of particular settlements and subregions In tbe Mediterranean trade-network. 3 The
I For recent publications with an overview character, see: C. Pause, 'Die
Franken ulld der Orient', Rheinisches Landesmuseum Bonn 2 (1996):
4149; es. B~ilint. 'Byzantinisches zur Herkunftsfragc des vicitciligcn
GUrtels', in Konlakle zwischen iran, Byzanz und der Steppe im 6.-7.
Jahrlnmderl, cd. es. Balint (Varia Archaeologica Hungarica 10;
Budapest, Naples and Rome, 2000), pp. 99 ~ 162; F. Daim,
"'Byzantinischc" Gilrtclgarniturcn dcs 8. Jahrhundcrts', in Die Awaren
am Rand der byzanlinischen Well, ed. F. Daim, (Monographicn rur
Frilhgcschichtc und Mittclaltcrarchaologie, 7; Innsbruek, 2000), pp. 77204; E. Garam, 'Fundc byzantinischer Hcrkunft in dcr Awarenzeit yom
Ende des 6. bis zum Ende des 7. Jahrhunderts', Monumenta Avorornm
Archaeologica,5 (Budapest 2001); D. Quast, 'Byzantiniseh-gepidisehc
Kontakte nach 454 im Spicgel dcr Kleinfundc', in International
Connections of the Barbarians of the Carpathian Basin in the lsI-5th
centuries A.D., cds. E. Istvanovits and V. Kulesar (Konfcrcnz Asz6d,
Nyiregyhaza 1999; Asz6d, Nyiregyhaza, 2001), pp. 431-452; J.
Drauschkc, 'Fundc ostmeditcrrancT I byzantittischer Herkunft im
merowingerzcitiichcn
SOdwestdeutschland',
Archiiologische
Informalionen, 25 (2002): 151-156; A. Harris, Byzantium, Britain and
rhe West. The Archaeology of cultural identity AD 400-650 (Stroud,

Aspects of interaction between the Early Byzantine
Empire and tbe West are well-documented in texts and in
archaeology. The imitation of Byzantine court ceremonial
within the barbarian kingdoms, for example, is wellknown. The attraction of tbe imperial court in
Constantinople to elite Westerners is beyond doubt and
imperial-style court ceremonies were imitated in the West

prolobyzantin (IVc.vlle s.): Le cas de ccramique', in 8yzar/z als Raum.
Zu Methoden und Jnhalten der His/orischen Geographie des os/lichen
Miltelmeerraumes, cds. K. Belke et al. (Osterreichische Akadcmie der
Wisseoschafteo. Philosophisch-Historisehc Klasse. Denkschriftcn 283 I
Vcroffcntlichungen der Kommission filr die Tabula Imperii Byzantini 7;
Vienna, 2000), pp. 181-208.
4 For a list of different models, see: J.-M. Carrie, 'Les echanges
commerciaux et l'Etat antique tardif, in Ecor/omie antique. Les
echanges dans I'Antiquite: Ie role de ['Eta/ (Entreticns d'Archeologie ct
d'Histoire 1; Balma, Fonsegrives, 1994), pp. 175·211.
5 For a summary, see: J.-P. Sodini, 'La contribution de l'archCologic a la
connaissance du monde byzantin (lYe-Vile sieeles)', Dumbarton Oo~'
Papers 47 (1993): 139-184; A. E. Laiou (cd.), The economic history of
Byzantium. From the seventh to the fifteenth century (Dumbarton Oaks
Studies 39; Washington D.C., 2002).

2003).
2
J. Werner, 'Neues zur Herkunft der frllhmittclalterliehen
Spangenhelme Yom Baldcnheimcr Typus', Genllania, 66, 2 (1988):
521-528; D. Quast, 'Die merowingcrzeitliehen Grabfundc aus
GlIltlingen' (Stadt Wildbcrg, Kreis Calw). (Forschungen und Beriehte
zur Vor- und Ftilhgesehiehte in Baden-Wurttcmberg 52; Stuttgart,
1993); H. -W. BOhme, 'Ocr Frankenkonig Childerich zwischcn Auila
und Aetius. Zu den Goldgriffspathen der Mcrowingerzeit'. in Festschrift
flir Otto-Herman Frey zum 65. Geburtstag, ed. C. Dobiat (Marburger
Studien zur Yor- und Frtlhgeschichtc 16; Marburg, 1994), pp. 69-110.
3 P. Reynolds, Trade in the Western Mediterranean. AD 400-700: The
ceramic evidence (British Archaeological Reports, International Serics
604: Oxford, 1995); J.-P. Sodini, 'Production et echanges dans Ie monde
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in order to legitimise the barbarian kings' own rule." An
imitatio in more everyday contexts can also be recognised
in material culture terms - for example, in the fashions of
female costumes and in the turned furniture in some
sixth-century graves.' The adoption of Mediterranean
styles also resulted, inevitably, in the imitation of
Mediterranean objects as well as the importation of
them.'

Empire and that made their way somehow to north-west
Europe. They are mainly found as component parts of the
furnishing of graves.

Franks, Alamanni and 'Byzantine' imports in the
early Merovingian period (fifth to sixth centuries)
We begin our discussion in the early Merovingian period,
where most of the available archaeological evidence
comes from the so-called •Reihengraber', which
dominate the funerary landscape from the second half of
the fifth century onwards. One should bear in mind the
limitations of grave-goods as evidence for reconstructing
past processes; nevertheless, early Merovingian-period
grave-goods are o(vital importance in the debate over
Byzantine influence in north-western Europe.

Some of the objects produced in the area north of the
Alps would have required raw materials that were not
available in Western Europe. Amongst other things,
mercury was necessary for the gilding of objects and
mineral soda was used in glass production until the eighth
century' At least some evidence about the goods
imported into Central and Western Europe can be
inferred from the written sources.lO Except for a few
exanaples (spices and textiles), the Mediterranean
products known from archaeology and those known from
historical sources do not overlap.

Spathae
One of the key calegories of objects thought to have a
Mediterranean origin are spathae with gilt handles,
elaborate swords with gilt handles (Fig. I). The starting
point for any discussion of their origin is Childeric 's
grave at Tournai, a very high-status weapons grave of the
late-fifth century. Byzantine craftsmen, their Frankish
pupils, Ostrogoths and Huns from southern Russia and/or
Hungary were all, at some point, considered as possible
producers of the swords. 11 Once a typology of Frankish
and Alamannic spatlwe had been undertaken, however, it
was generally accepted that they had been manufactured
in Central Europe." B. Arrhenius was one of the few to
argue against this consensus, suggesting in her 1985
study on Merovingian garnet jewellery that the swords
had a Constantinopolitan provenance. Her argument was
based on the identification of a cement containing
gypsum as a constituent part of the cloisonne omanaents.
This, in her opinion, could only have been used in a
central workshop in Constantinople. 1J H. W. Bohme,
expanding on Arrhenius's work, then postulated a
Mediterranean origin for most swords of this type. He
suggested that a possible contract between Childeric and

However, this contribution deals mainly with objects that
derived from the Mediterranean area and/or the Byzantine

6

See, for example, the events at Tours in 508: K. Hauck, 'Von einer

spatantikcn
Randkultur
zum
karolingischcn
Europa',
Friihmille/alferliche Studien 1 (1967): 3-93 , esp. 30-37; M . McCormick,
' Clovis at Tours, Byzantine public ritual and the origins of medieval
ruler symboli sm', in Das Reich ulid die Barbaren. eds. E. K. Chrysos
and A. Schwarcz (VerMfcntlichungen des lnstituts flir Osterrcichischc
Gcschichtsforschung 29; Vienna and Cologne, 1989), pp. 155- 180, esp.
163- 171.
7 H. Vierck, ' Werke des Eligius', in Studien zur vor- und
friihgeschich tlichen Archiiologie. Festschrift J. Werner, cds. G. Kossaek
and G. Ulbert (Milnchner Beitrlige zur Vor- und Friihgeschichte,
Erglinzungsband I, II; Munich, 1974), pp. 309-380; M. Schulze,
'Eintlosse byzalltinischer Prunkgewlinder auf die frlinkischc
Frauentracht', Archiiologisches Korrespondenzblatt 6 (1976): 149- 16 1;
H. Vierck, ' La "Chemise de Sainte Bathilde" a Chellcs et I'influence
byzantine sur I'art de cour Mcrovingicn au VIle sicc!c', in Cenlenaire de
J'Abbi Cochet. Kolloquium Ruuen 1975 (Roucn, 1978), pp. 52 1-570; H.
Vierek, 'Imifafio imperii und inferprefatio Gennanica vor der
Wikingcrzeit', in Les pays du nord et Byzance (Scandinavie et
Byzance). Kolloquium Uppsala 1979. ed. R. Zeitler (Uppsala, 198 I), pp.
64-11 3; H. Schaeh-Ol:lrges, ' Imi/atio imperii im Bestattungsbraueh?'
Germania 83, 1 (2005) : 127- 150.
8
For example, see: M. Schulze-Dorrlamm, 'Byzantinisehc
Kncbelvcrschlilsse des friih en Mittelalters', Germania 80, 2 (2002):
571 -594; M. Sehul ze-Dljrrlamm, 'Gleicharmige BOgelfibeln der Zeit
urn 600 aus dem byzantinischen Reieh', Archiiologisches
Korrespondenzblatt3 3 (2003): 437-444.
9 H. Roth, ' Handel und Gewerbc vom 6. bis 8. Jh. ostlieh des Rheins ' ,
Vier/eljahr~·ch,.ift /iir Sozial- und Wirtschaftsgeschichte 58 ( 197 1): 323 358, esp. 356; K.H. Wedepohl, 'Mittelalterliches Glas in Miueleuropa:
Zusammensetzung, Herstellung, Rohstoffe', (Nachriehten der Akadcmie
der Wisscnsehaften GOttingen 11, Mathematisch-Physikalische Klasse,
1998, I, GWingen, 1998).
10 A. Verhulsl, ' Ocr Handel im Mcrowingerreich: Gesamtdarstcllung
naeh sehriftlichcn Qucllcn', Anlikvarisk Arkiv 39 1 Early Medieval
Studies 2 (1970): 2-54, esp. 24; D. SchwArzei, ' Handel und Verkehr des
Merowingcrreiches naeh den schrifUiehcn Quellen ' (Kleine Schriftcn
aus dem VorgeschichtHchen Seminar Marburg 14; Marburg, 1983); O.
Claude, ' Ocr Handel im westliehen Mittetmeer wahrend des
Fruhmittclalters', Untersuchungen zu Handel und Verkehr der vor- und

II H. Arbmann, 'Les epees du tombeau de Childcne', Arsberiillelse
(Lund) (1947/48): 97- 137, esp. 124 ff. with a summary of earlier
publications.
12 K. BOhner, ·s. v. Childcrich von Tournai 111. Archliologisehes',
Reallexilwn der Gennanischen Altertumskunde IV (Berlin and New
York, 198 1), pp. 44 1-460; LP. Zascckaja, ' Klassi fikacija pol ihrommnyh
izdcJij gunnskoj epohi po stilisticeskim dannym ', in Drevnosti epohi
rvelikogo pereselenija narodov V-VJII vekov (Moscow, 1982), pp. 14-30;
246-248. For division into Frankish and Alamannie rypcs, sec: H.
Ament, Friinldsche Adelsgriiber von Flonheim in Rheinhessen
(Gcrmanisehc Denkmaler dcr Volkerwandcrungszcit B 5; Berlin, 1970),
pp. 51 ff. fig. 4; W. Mcnghin, ' Oas Sehwcn im fruhen MiucJaltcr'
(Wissenschaftliehe Beiblinde zum Anzciger des Gennanisehen
Nationalmuseums I; Stuttgart, 1983), pp. 155 ff. (types Ilta,b and IVac); K. BOhner, 'Germanische Schwerter des 5.16. Jahrhundcrts',
Jahrbuch des Romisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseum 34, 2 (1987):
411 -490, 421 ff. (types Band C2-6); M. Manin, ' Bemcrkungen zur
chronologischen Gliederung der frtlhen Merowingen::cit', Gennania 67,
t (1989): 121 - 141. esp. 125 ff. (types BI -3).
13 B. Arrhenius, Merovingian Garnet Jewellery. Emergence and social
implications (Stockholm, 1985), pp. 98 ff.

friihgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mit/el- und Nordeuropa II. Kolloquium
GOf/ingen 1980 (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wisscnschaften
Gottingen, Philologiseh-Historisehe Klasse, 3. F. 144; GtHtingen, 1985),
pp. 83-95.
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Fig. 1: Distribution of spathae with
gilt handles and other splendour
swords
(after
Bohme,
'Der
Frankenkonig Childerich', p. 81 fig. 7
with additions).

Western Mediterranean, rather than the Byzantine
Empire. 16 Yet, while the workshops in the West should
not be underestimated, some objects in the Childeric
burial, for example the ornament with round garnet
crystals, are analogous to those found, among other
objects, in the complexes at Apahida, Olbia and Kerc.
This might suggest an eastern Mediterranean origin n
Thus a Mediterranean provenance for most high-status
spathae remains quite plausible, although manufacture in
the workshops of the Byzantine Empire is under no
circumstances secured.

the Byzantine Emperor of 476-477 (and arranged by
Odoacer) had prompted an inflow of Mediterranean
goods. Since subsidies were also being paid by the
Byzantines to Gepid and other Germanic leaders, goods
may also have been mediated through Central Europe."
However, doubts about a Byzantine origin for all gilthandled spatlwe remain. The assignment of the
cloisonnes of the Childeric weapons to a workshop from
Constantinople remains speculative because a workshop
processing gypsum-cement could have been situated
elsewhere - for example, in Italy or Carthage. Doubts
have also been expressed about the assumed agreement
between Childeric and the Byzantine emperor, since an
alternative interpretation of the text might imply that the
contract was between the Frankish leader and a Saxon
noble named Adovacrius. IS

P. Perin and M. Kazanski, 'Oas Grab Childcrichs I', in Die Franken Wegbereiler Europas. AlIsste/lungskaralog Mannheim 1996-9 7, cds. A.
Wieczorek ct at. (Mannhcim and Mainz 1996), pp. 173- 182; M.
Kazanski and A. Mastykova, 'Le Caucase du Nord et la region
medilcrranccnne aux 5e-6e siccles', Eurasia Antiqua 5 (1999): 523-573,
esp. 539; M. Kazanski. A. Mastykova and P. Perin, 'Byzancc et Ics
royaumes barbarcs d'Occidcnt au debut de !'cpoquc mcrovingicnnc'. in
Probleme der frilhen Merowingerzeil im Miueldonallraum, cd. J. TcjraJ
(XI.
Intcmationalcn
Symposium
'Grundproblemc
def
FrOhgcschichtlichcn Entwicklung im Nordlichcn Miueldonaugcbict',
Kravsko \998. Spisy Archeoiogickeho Ustavu AV CR Bmo 19; Bmo
20(2), pp. 159-193, e,p. 160.
17
C. v. Caroap~Bomheim, 'Eine c1oisonnierte Sehnalle mit
wabenfOrmigcm Zellenwerk und Almandinrundcln aus Olbia',
Germania 73, I (1995): 1 5 1 ~ 155 . For a reply to the opinion of Perin and
Kazanski, see: M. Schmaudcr, 'Die Obcrschichtgriibcr und
Verwahrfunde Siidosteuropas und das Childcrichgrab von Tournai.
Anmerkungen zu den spiitantiken Randkulturen' , Acta Praehislorica el
ArchaeoJogica 30 (1998): 55~68.
16

P. Perin and M. Kazanski interpret the cellular cloisonnestyle decoration on the weapons and further objects as a
fashion of the 'barbarised military aristocracy' of the
Western Roman Empire in the second half of the fifth
century. They had a good reputation with Danubian
barbarian kings and were sought after at the imperial
court in Constantinople, but the origin of this
development, they argue, is to be looked for in the

K. BOhner, 'Dic friihmittclaltcrlichcn Spangcnhc1mc und die
Helme der Vcndclzcit', .lahrbuch des Romiscll·
Gennanischen Zen/ra/museum, 41, 2 (1994): 471·549.
14

nordischcn
IS

D. Quast, 'Lcs Francs el l'Empire Byzanlin. L'horizon des epees a

poignec en or', Les Dossiers de I'Archeologie. 223 (1997): 56-63, esp.
note 3.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of crystal buckles (after
Quast 'Byzantinisch-gepidische Kontakte', p.
436 Ii.. 4).

Scramasaxes

manufacture in Byzantine workshops cannot be assumed
at present. 20

The grave of Childeric contained not only a spatha with a
gilt handle, but also a small, Darrow scramasax.
Scramasaxes were common in the region between the
lower Danube and eastern France in the second half of
the fifth century. Their development in an equestrian
nomadic environment is certainly not out of question and
they may have been mediated through the activities of the
Huns. I ' There is a parallel from Sardis in Asia Minor and
it is quite possible that some originate within the
Byzantine Empire, particularly since the narrow small
scramasax became part of the armament of the Byzantine
army.19 It is interesting that both the weapon of Childeric
and the one from Sardis are classical scramasaxes, which
occur particularly in the Transcaucasus and in Central
Asia during the fourth and fifth centuries, and not in
Central Europe. It is possible that the scramasax found in
Childeric's grave originated there, and was brought to
Western Europe via the Byzantine Empire. It must be
distinguished from a longer, also one-edged, sword type
('sabre'), which is known more frequently from graves of
the equestrian nomads in the Eurasian steppes and whose

Buckles
The literature dealing with the different Iypes of early
Merovingian belt buckles and fittings with a probable
Mediterranean origin has increased enonnously in recent
years.21 In addition, the publication of the collection of
Romisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseum Mainz by M.
Schulze-Dorrlarnm has introduced a new Iypological
classification.22 Thus, the state of knowledge concerning

Kazanski, Mastykova and Perin, pp. 172 ff.
Riegl was the first to ascribe a Mediterranean origin to the belt-buckle
from Apahida: A. Riegl, Spiitromische Kunstindustrie (Vienna, 1901),
pp. 339 f. For other important publications on early Merovingian beltbuckles of this provenancc, see: J. Werner, 'Zu dell donaulandisehen
Beziehungen des alamannischen Graberfeldes am alten Oottcrbannwcg
in Basel' in Helvetia Antiqua. Festschrift E. Vogl, cds. R. Degen et al.
(ZUrich, 1966), pp. 283-292; Ament, pp. 30 f.; J. Werner,
'Archaologische Bemerkungen zu den dendroehronologischen
Scfunden von Obcrflacht', FUlldberichte aus Baden.Wiirtfemberg I
(1974): 650-657; V. Bierbrauer, Die ostgolischen Grab- u/Jd
SchatzJunde in Italien (Biblioteca 'Studi Mcdievali' 7; Spolcto 1975), p.
160; QuaSI, Die merow;ngerzeitlichen Grabfonde aus GiJitlingen, p. 54
and list 3; B6hme, ' Dcr Frankenkonig Childerich', p. 82 and list I; M,
Kazanski, <Lcs plaques-boucles meditcrraneennes des VC_VIt sicc1cs',
Arche%gie Medievale 24 (1994) : 137-198; D. Quast, 'Schmucksteinund GlasschnallcD des 5. und frUhen 6. Jahrhunderts aus dem Ostlichen
MittcJrneergcbiet und
dem
Sasanidenreich',
Archiiologisches
KorrespondenzbJa/t 26 (1996); 333-345; D. Quast, 'Garnitures des
ccintures m&iiterraneennes a plaques c1oisonnces des VC et debut VIe
siec1es', Antiqu;fes Nationales 31 (1999): 233·250; M. Herdiek, 'Vom
Mineral zum Prestigeobjekl. Uberlegungen wr Fcrtigung und
kulturhistorisehcn
Bedeutung
der
Meerschaumund
Magnesitschnallen', Concilium medii acvi 3 (2000): 327·347; Quast,
'Byzanlinisch-gcpidische Kontaktc' , pp. 444-446, lists 1-3, fig. 3-6.
22
M. Schulze.Dorrlamm, Byzantillische Gurtelschnallen und
Gurtelbeschliige im Romisch·Germanischen Zenrralmuseum I. Kalaloge
vor. undfruhgeschichtlicher A/terh"imer 30, I (Mainz, 2002).
20

11

III H. Schach-Dorges. Dos jhJhmiltelailerliche Graberfeld be; Aldingen
am miuleren Neckar (Matcrialhcftc zur Archaologie in BadcnWilI11Cmbcrg 74; Stuttgart, 2004), p. 68.
19 D. Quast, 'Auf dcr Suchc nach frcmden Mannero. Die Herleitung
schmalcr Langsaxe vor dem Hintergrund der alamannisch·
donaullindischcn Kontaktc der zweiten Hiilfte des 5. lahrhunderts', in
Germanen beiderseits des spiilanfiken Limes, eds. Th. Fischer ct aL (X.
lntcmationales Symposium 'Grundprobleme der Friihgeschichllichen
Entwicklung im Nordlichen Mitteldonaugcbiet', Xantcn 1997. Spisy
Archeoiogickcho Ustavu AV CR Smo 14; Cologne, 1999), pp. 115·
128; for their distribution see also: U. Koch. Das a/amannisch·
/riinkische Griiberfeld bei Pleidelsheim (Forschungen und Seriehtc zur
Vor· und Frilhgeschichte in Saden·Wiirttemberg 60; Stuttgart, 2001) p.
279 with fig. 11 3 and list 31.
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Fig. 3: Early Byzantine silver spoons of the
types Isola Rizza, Desana, BarbingIrlmauth, Lampsakos C var. 1 uod 2. 1:
Krefeld-GeUep (Germany) grave 1782, 2:
Lausanne - Bois de Vaux (Switzerland)
woman's grave, 3: Barbing-Irlmauth
(Germany) grave 19, 4: Sutton Hoo
(Britain)
ship-burial,
5:
ErfurtGispersleben (Germany) woman's grave
(1-3.5 after Hauser, Spiitantike und
friihbyzantinische Silber/offel, pI. 4a; 8a;
14a; 22c; 4 after Kitzinger, 'The Sutton
Hoo ship-burial: The silver', p. 55 fig. 5).

2

the spectrum of Mediterranean buckles from the second
half of the fifth century lo the first half of the sixth
century is now excellent.

recent studies a secular interpretation is favoured for
those pieces found north of the Alps." The silver spoons
from the regions north and west of the Alps - mainly
types Isola Rizza, Desana, Barbing Irlmauth and
Lampsakos C (Fig. 3)27 - were found, insofar as they
have a context, in very richly furnished burials. These can
be dated, with a few exceptions, to around 500. In the
Mediterranean area, by contrast, especially in northern
Italy, they are primarily known as components of treasure

Buckles found in lhe Frankish and Alamannic territories
are usually of gold or gilded bronze with rectangular, Dar kidney-shaped fittings in c1oisonne-slyle, buckles from
sea foam (that is, sepiolite, a clay mineral which can be
carved) and/or magnesite, crystal buckles (Fig. 2) and
heart-shaped buckles, as well as few other special
forms. 23 Like some of the gilt-handled spathae, it is likely
that some buckles were manufactured in the western
Mediterranean area, although an exact localization of the
actual workshops is not yet possible." Other buckles and
fittings from the Merovingian Empire are not
Mediterranean originals and must be understood as
imitations, since they do not correspond typologically to
the fmds available from the origin areas and/or consist of
iron, which did not play a role in the manufacturing
process in the Mediterranean area. 25

E. Kitzinger, 'The Sutton Hoo ship·burial: The silver', Antiquity 14,
53 (1940): 40-63, esp. 59 f; H. Dannheimer, 'Silberloffel aus
Reihengrlibem' , 8ayerische Vorgeschichtsbliitter 30 (1965): 278; H. v.
Petrikovits, 'Frilhchristlichc Silberl6ffcl', in Corolla memoriae Erich
Swoboda dedicala (ROmischc Forschungcn in Nicderosterreich 5; Graz
and Cologne, 1966), pp. 173- 182; V. Miloj6c, 'Zu den
splitkaiserzeitiichcn und mcrowingischen Silbcrloffeln. Mit eincm
Beitrag von Hemlann Vctters', Berichl der Romisch-Germallischen
Kommission 49 (1968): 111 -152, esp. 122 ff.. For 'secular'
interprctations, see: H.W. Bohme, 'UfTc1bcigabe in splitr6mischcn
Grl1bern n6rdlich der Alpcn', Jahrbuch des Romisch-Germanischen
antralmuseum 17 (1970): 172-200, esp. 189 f.; Bierbrauer, Die
oSlgotischen Grab- und SchalZfunde in ltalien, pp. 184 ff.; M. Martin,
'Essl6tTellWeinsiebchen und Toilcttgerat', in Der spiitromische
Silberschatz von Kaiseraugst, eds. H.A. Cahn and A. Kaufmann·
Hcinimann (Baslcr Bcitrli.gc zur Ur- und Friihgcschichte 9;
Derendingen, 1984), pp. 55-132, 92; S.R. Hauser, Spiilanlike lind
friihbyzantinische SilberliijJel (Jahrbuch fUr Antike und Christentum,
Erganzungsband 19; MOnster, 1992), pp. 82 ff.
21 Hauser, Spa/antike und jriihbyzantinische Silberloffel. Some new
finds must be added to his catalogue. These arc: Eltville a. Rhein,
Rheingau-Taunus-Kreis (Hessen, Gcnnany): Bohme, 'L6fTelbcigabe in
splitromisehen Gmbcm nordlich dcr Alpen', p. 195, list IV. MainzHcchtsheim (Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany): A. Wieczorek ct al. (cds.),
Die Franken - Wegbereiler Europas (Ausstellungskatalog Mannheim
1996-97; Mannheim and Mainz 1996), p. 1025 with fig. Niedcmai, Dcp.
Bas-Rhin (France): M. Zchnacker, 'Nicdemai - Unc necropo1c du 5 ct 6
sieclc apres J.e. Fouilles rcccntcs 4' , in A I'aube du Moyen Age:
I'Alsace merovingienne, ed. B. Schnitzler (Les collections du MusCc
Archeologique 5; Strasbourg, 1997), pp. 89-137 , csp. 114- 118 fig. 9 f.
Prittlewell, Essex: (Great Britain): Museum of London Archaeology
Service, The Prittlewell Prince. The discovery of a rich Anglo-Saxon
burial in Essex (London, 2004), pp. 28 f. fig. p. 29 and 40.
26

Spoons
If the finds discussed so far originate almost exclusively
from richly equipped warrior graves, then Byzantine
silver spoons (coch/earia) are to be found also in the
graves of women. ]n older research, a Christian and/or
liturgical interpretation of the spoons dominated, but in'

:u
Schulzc-Dorrlamm,
Byzanlinische
Giirlelschnallen
und
Giirtelbeschliige; Werner, 'Archl1otogische Bemcrkungen', pp. 650 ff. ;
D. Quast, 'Ein byzantinischcr GUrtelbeschlag der Zeit urn 500 aus

Weingarten (Lkr. Ravcnsburg) Grab 189', Fundherichte ous BadenWiirflemberg 21 (1996) : 527-539.
2.( For example, sec: Kazanski, pp. 150 f. types I.3 .K, pI. 11 , 18; 23,5.
2j Drauschkc, 'Fundc ostmcditcrrancrlbyzantinischcr Herkunft im
mcrowingcrlcitiichen Sildwestdeutschland', p. J 52; Schulzc-Dorrlamm,
Byzantinische Giirtelschnallen und Giirlelbeschliige, p. 2, note 47 and

142.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of
early Byzantine silver
spoons in the West
around 500 AD. (e)

Italic

or

western

Balkan, (_) eastern
Mediterranean and
(0) uncertain origin,
(®) Late Antique
residual
finds
(arranged
after
Hauser,
Spatantike
und friiltbyzantinische
Silberlo!!el, 145-146
distribution map 2w3
with additions)

troves and/or church treasures. Nearly all cochlearia
found north and west of the Alps are thought, as a result
of the careful analysis of S. Hauser, to be either of Halian
or western Balkan origin (Fig. 4), or to have been
produced in a Late Roman context and in a provincial
workshop." There are, in addition, a few spoons of
uncertain origin.

fabricae in Constantinople." D. Quast argued in support
of this interpretation and came to the conclusion that all
helmets of the Baldenheim type originated from
Byzantine workshops.30
However, these arguments have now been cballenged.
After K. Bohner had already distinguished between a
western and eastern type of helmet, F. Stein divided the
well-known examples into five different groups (Fig. S),
arguing that only the first three groups were connected
with Byzantine workshops in the East." She suggested
that the fifth group, which includes four helmets from
Central Europe, could have been manufactured in Italy.
In another recent analysis of the helmets, M. Vogt
allocated individual helmel, to workshops and located
production both in Italy and in the Byzantine Empire.32

Helmets
With helmets (and the remaining categories of object in
this section), we are no longer concerned with objects
found exclusively in fifth and early-sixth century graves,
but with objects that are also found in later Merovingian
contexts. Again, a variety of origins has been suggested
for some of them. Helmets of the Baldenheim type, for
example, had been seen as western Asiatic, Coptic, ItalicOstrogothic and purely Frankish, until J. Werner
addressed them as Byzantine officer helmets in view of
new finds from the destruction layers of early Byzantine
cities on the Balkans. He favoured a Byzantine
provenance for the majority of these helmets, suggesting
that they were perhaps even manufactured in central

28

Werner, 'Neues zue Hcrkunft def friihmittclaltcrlichcn Spangcnhelmc
yom Baldcnhcimcr Typus', pp. 523 ff.. l'or previous interpretations. sec:
Quast, Die merowingerzeitfjchen Grabfunde aus Giiltlingen, p. 30.
30 Quast, Die merowingerzeiflichen Grabfimde aus Giiltlingen, pp. 36 ff.
and 131 list 2.
31 Bohner, 'Die fiiihmitteialtcrlichen Spangenhelme und die nordischen
Helme dec Vendelzeif, pp. 527 f. F. Stein, 'Die Spangenhclme von
Pfeffingcll und Gammertingcn - Obericgungcn zue Bcstimmung ihrer
Hcrstcllungsraume', Acta Praehistorica et Archaeologica 35 (2003):
41-61,csp.45 ff.
32 M. Vogt, 'Die friihmittelalterlichen Spangcnhclme - Ein Uberblick zu
archaologischen,
kunstbistorischen
und
herstellungstechnischen
Problemcn', Acta Praehisforica el Archaeologica 35 (2003): 9-29, esp.
29

Hauser, Loffelbeigabe in spiitriimischen Griibern nijrdlich dey Alpen.
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Plant-remains
Again, this is a difficult category to detect
archaeologically. One example of botanical evidence for
exotic plants has recently been identified in the form of
incense from Schaffhausen (Switzerland), but this is very
rare indeed. 35
Glass vessels
Byzantine glass vessels are also extremely rare in early
Merovingian-period contexts. An outstanding, unique
piece is the flask from grave 51 of Briiunlingen
(Germany) that can be dated to the third quarter of the
fifth century.l6 This, just under 40 cm tall, narrow glass
flask with a ribbed surface can be compared quite
convincingly with Syrian glass vessels, and there are also
similar pieces from the northern Caucasus. 37 An eastern
Mediterranean origin for these flasks is very probable.
Ivory combs
Two fragments of Mediterranean ivory combs, excavated
from grave 150 at Fridingen (Baden-Wtirtlemberg,
Germany) and grave 285 from Griesheim (Hessen,
Germany) are almost certainly Mediterranean products of
the fifth to early-sixth centuries" It is likely that they

=-....

Cologne and Bonn, 1982), pp. 110-115; X. Liu, Silk and religion. An
exploration of rna/erial life and the thought of people, AD 600-1200
(Delhi, 1996), p. 21; A. Muthesius, 'Essential processes, looms, and
technical aspects of the production of silk textiles' , in The economic
hisrolY of Byzantium. From the seventh to the fifteenth century, cd. A.
Laiou (Dumbarton Oaks Studies 39; Washington D.C. , 2002), pp. 147-

Fig. 5: Distribution of the different groups of helmets of the
'Baldenheim' type (after Stein 'Die Spangenhelme von
Pfeffingen und Gammertingen', p. 52 fig. 11).

Textiles

168.

Graves 626. 752 and 789 from Sehleithcim, Kt. Schaffhausen
(Switzerland). A. Burzler et al., Das jn'ihmitte/al/erliche Schleitheim Siedlung, Griiberjeld und Kirche (Schaffhauscr ArcMologic 5;
Schaffhausen. 2002).
36 G. FingerHu, 'Braunlingen, ein frilhmerowingerzcitlichcr Adc1ssitz an
der ROmerstraBe durch den sOdliehen Sehwanwald', Archiiologische
Alisgrabungen in Baden-Wiirttemberg (1997): pp. 146-148; A.
Wiezeorek and P. Perin (cds.), Dos Gold del' Bal'barenfiirsten
(Ausstellungskatalog Mannheim 2001, Publikationen des ReissMuseums 3; Stuttgart, 2001), p. 170, no. 4.15.
31 E.M. Rupreehtsbcrger (cd.), Syrien. Von den Aposleln zu den Ka/ifen.
Ausste/lungskatalog Linz, Schloss Scha/labl/rg, Klagen,{urt 1993-95
(Linzer Archaologische Forschungcn 21; Linz, 1993), p. 399 no. 12;
Kazansld and Mastykova, p. 560, fig. 22,5; 563 fig. 24, II (Ojurso b'l'avc
259, Sopino grave 11). I would like to thank M. Kazallsld for this and
other infonnation.
)8 A. v. Sehnurbcin, Del' (Jlamannische Friedhof bei Fridingen an del'
Donall (Kreis TuttJjngen) (Forschuugen und Berichte wr Vor- und
Friihgeschichtc in Badcn-WOrttemberg 21; Stuttgart, 1987), pp. 136 f.
pI. 32-34A; J. Meiner, ' Die Hochzeit zu Kana und der Hauptmann von
Kafamaum. Bin friihehristlichcr Elfenbeinkamm aus Griesheim
(Hessen)" Antike Welt 27, 5 (1996): 387-396; H. GOldner and V.
Hilberg, Griesheim, Kreis Darmstadt-Dieburg, Griibelfeld des 6. bis 8.
Jahrhunderts.
Ausgl'abungel1
in
dem
merowingerbis
karolingerzeiflichen Reihengriiberfriedhof "An der Riickgosse"
(Areha.ologische DenkmaJcr in Hessen I; 2. Autlage, Wiesbaden, 2000),
3S

Unsurprisingly, textiles do not occur very frequently 1D
the archaeological record, although some rare examples
of silk imports are still extant. 33 Fifth- to seventh-century
Byzantine workshops were heavily influenced by
Sasanian fashions, particularly in relation to design and
colours. As a result, it is almost impossible to
differentiate between the products of either country."

25; for a reccnt catalogue, sec also: Quast, 'Byzantinisch-gepidisehe
.
Kontakte naeh 454 im Spiegel der Kleinfunde', p. 446, list 4.
)) For cxample grave 974, Lauchhcim, Ostalbkrcis (BadenWiirttemberg, Germany): 1. Stork, 'Lauchheim, Ostalbkreis 1994 - fruhe
Phasen des groBen Grlibcrfelds der Merowingcneit', Archiiologische
Ausgrablmgen in Baden-Wiirttemberg (1994): pp. 212-2 16; J. BanekBurgess,
'An
Webstuhl
und
Webrahmen.
Alamannisches
Textilhandwerk', in Die Alamannen (Stuttgart, 1997), pp. 371-378; J.
Banck, 'Ein mcrowingerzeitlichcr Baumsarg aus LauchheimiOstalbkrcis
- Zur Bergung und Dokumentation der Textilfunde', in Textiles in
EUl'opaean archaeology. 6th NESAT Symposium Boras 1996, cds. L.
Bender Jergensen and Ch. Rinaldo (GOTARC Ser. A I ; OOtcborg,
1998), pp. 115-124.

H. Roth. 'Seidcnstoffe des 4. bis 9. Jb. in Wcsleuropa ', in Geld ous
China. Aussfellung Bon" 1982 (Kunst und Altertum am Rhein 108;

34

p.12.
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Byzantine gold coins
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Fig. 6: Diagram showing the frequency of imperial Byzantine coins in the area of the Merovingian Kingdom, sorted in
accordance with metal and mints in the eastern and western part of the empire. Deposits and coins rrom the Childeric-grave
are not included.

were
manufactured
workshops,39

10

eastern

Mediterranean

coins were found in contexts where they had been
deposited as jewellery or used as obo/us within the
graves, and so their presence cannot be read as evidence
for the use of these coins as currency, Notwithstanding,
these difficulties, the fmds have the potential to
illuminate the general tendencies of Byzantine minting
and to shed light on Merovingian contacts with the
Byzantine world'l

Coins
Finally, the coins of the Byzantine Empire must be
included in this discussion, It is helpful in this to examine
the number of issues from Mediterranean mints in
diachronic perspective (Fig, 6), taking the total number of
coins per Emperor and dividing by the number of years in
that Emperor's reign, taking into account the regnal years
the coins were minted in, This shows that there is a high
proportion of Byzantine gold coins dating to the period
before the end of Zeno's reign (474-491), perhaps
suggesting some continuation in administrative
structures, Thereafter, the flow of Byzantine gold coins
into the Merovingian kingdoms strongly decreases,40 By
contrast, by the reign of Anastasius I, increased numbers
of copper coins made their way into the Merovingian
world, where they may have been used as currency, On
this point, we must bear in mind that most of the gold

In summary, a detailed analysis of the apparently
' Byzantine' objects found in the Merovingian kingdom in
the fifth and early-sixth centuries shows that that the
number of objects that can be demonstrated to have been
actually manufactured in the eastern Mediterranean
region and exported into the north and west is
substantially smaller than one might assume on the basis
. of some of the literature available, In fact, the present
state of the field suggests that many of apparently eas/em

41 Sec, for comparison: W. Hahn, Moneta Imperii Byzanrini J-3
(Denkschriften der Ostcrreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
Philosphisch-Historische Klasse 109; 119; 1481 VerotTcntlichungen der
Numismatischcn Kommission 1; 4; 10; Vienna 1973; 1975; 198 1); Ph.
Grierson, Byzantine coins (Los Angeles, 1982); M.F. Hendy, Studies in
the Byzantine monetary economy c. 300-1450 (Cambridge, 1985); C.
MorriSSOIl, 'Byzantine moncy: its production and circulation', in The
economic history of Byzan/ium ed. A. Laiou (Dumbarton Oaks Studies
39; Washington D,C, 2002), pp, 909-966,

For parallels, see: W.F. Volbach, Elfenbeinarbeiten der Spa/antike
und des friihen Mil/e/allers (Kataloge var- und frilhgcschichtlichcr
AltertUmcr 7; 3. Auflagc Mainz, 1976), pp. 122 f. no. 202 ·205 pI. 98 f.
40 Thc coinage oflhe Ostrogothie kingdom in Italy is not included in the
analysis. See now: M.A. Metlich, The COinage of Os/rogothic Italy
(London, 2004),
39
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decreases after an absolute high point under Justinian 1mainly siliquae of Italian mints, which are found almost
exclusively in the Austrasian part of the Frankish
kingdom - until the last coinages of Justinian II (6856951705-711).44 The enormous output of coins under
Justinian I is reflected in the Byzantine archaeological
record, as is the concomitant decline in coinage in the
seventh century, and so the Merovingian finds seem to
reflect this same pattern.

Mediterranean objects might well originate in the western
Mediterranean area (that is, Italy and/or the western
Balkans). So, the notion of direct contacts between the
Germanic leaders in the West and the Emperor in
Constantinople receives
little
support in
the
archaeological evidence - or in the written sources,
insofar as diplomatic legations between the empires are
not often recorded· 2 Incidentally, this situation puts the
eastern Mediterranean pottery evidence from Britain into
sharp relief, for analogous pottery only reached Lyon (for
example) (Fig. 7) as late as the sixth and seventh
centuries, whereas in Britain it is found in fifth and sixth
century contexts. 43 As we shall now see, different factors
seem to have been at work in the second part of the
Merovingian period.

Buckles
' Byzantine' buckles continue to be found in Merovingian
contexts in the second part of our period. Much work has
been undertaken on this assemblage and, like those
buckles found in earlier Merovingian contexts, they have
no single point of origin. One can find examples which
almost certainly originate in the eastern Mediterrdllean
area, examples which can be connected with workshops
in Pannonia, the Balkans, Italy and/or the western
Mediterranean, as well as examples which represent local
imitations of imported buckles.
A detailed look at a few examples from Austrasia starts to
bring clarity 10 this picture. A group of belt-buckles with
firmly-executed, partly pierced-work fittings can now be
dated primarily to the second third of the sixth century
with a few later examples." For most of these, parallels
can be found in the Mediterranean area, mainly in Italy
and/or Spain, although there are also a few parallels from
further east, at sites in Slovenia and Hlmgary. It would
seem that the western, rather than eastern, Mediterranean
area must be seen as the point of origin for most of these
buckles, primarily Italy and/or the Adriatic area·6
Experiments on two buckles from the cemetery of
Bopfingen, Ostalbkreis (Baden-WUrttemberg, Germany)
appear to confirm this, suggesting that it was likely that
Ossia-Sepia shells were used as moulds."

Fig. 7: Find spots of Eastern Mediterranean amphorae in
Gaul, Sth_7'h century
(after BonifayNilledieu 1989,41, fig. 17.

'Sucidava'-type buckles (after J. Werner and/or DI after
M. Schulze-Dorrlamm) also belong to the sixth century.

Sixth- and seventh-century 'Byzantine' finds in the
Merovingian Empire
Coins

44 J. Drauschke, Zwischen Handel lind Geschenk - Studien Zllr
Distribution von Waren im ostlichen Merowingerreich des 6. und 7.
JahrhunderfS anhand oriemalischer und lokaler Produkfe
(UnverMfcntlichte Dissertation Frciburg, 2005). p. 117; similar in the
Avaria: P. Somogyi, Byzantinische Fundmiinzen der Awarellzeit
(Monographicn zur Friihgeschichte und Miuclalterarehliologie 5;
lnnsbruck, 1997). I would like to thank J. F. Fischcr for permission to
use the catalogue of his unpublished PhD thesis on coins io the
Merovingian Empire.
45 G.
Fingcrlin, 'Einc Schnalle meditcrrancr Form aus dem
Rcihcngrabcrfeld von Gultingen, Ldkrs. Konstanz', Badische
Fundberichle, 23 (1967): pp. 159-187.
46 New finds: J. Boube, 'Elements de ccinturon wisigothiques et
byzantins trouves au Maroc', Bulletin d 'Archeologie Marocaine 15
(1983/84): 281 -296, esp. 284-288 pI. I. 1-2; E. Riemer, ' Byzantinischc
Giirtelschnallen aus dcr Sammlung Oiergardt im Romisch-Gcrmanischen Museum Kaln', Kiilner Jahrhuchfor Vor- und Friihgeschichte 28
(1995): 777-809, esp. 791 fT.
47 R.-D. Blumer and M. Knaut, 'Zum EdelmetallguB in Ossia-ScpiaFormen im Friihmittelalter'. Fundberichte aus Badell-Wi1rllemberg 16
( 1991): 545-553.

After c. 530, the range and distribution of ' Byzantine'
finds in the Merovingian kingdom allers substantially.
Byzantine coins are well represented m the
archaeological record (Fig. 6), although their quantity

42

G. Wolf. ' Friinkisch-byzantinischc Gcsandtschafien vom 5. bis 8.

Jahrhundcrt und die Rolle des Papsttums im 8. lahrhundcrt', Archiv for
Diplomatik 37 (1991): 1-13.
43 Britain: Hams, pp. 143 f[ fig. 44; M. Bonifay and F. Villedieu,
'Importations d'ampbores orientales en Gaulc (~_VIIe sicc1es)" in
Recherches sur la ceramique byzantine., cds. v. Deroche and J.-M.
Spieser (Kolloquium Athcn 1987; Bulletin dc eorrcspondancc
hellenique, Supp!. 18; Athens, 1989), pp. 17-46; C. Citter et aI.,
'Commcrci ncl Meditcrraneo occidentale nell'Alto Mcdioevo', in Early
Medieval (own.~ in the western Mediterranean. Kongress Ravello 1.994,
ed. G. P. Brogiolo (Documenti di archeologia 10; Mantova, 1996), pp.
121 -137.
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new Avar rulers. 53 One such example is the bronze
buckle found in grave 114B at Harting (Bavaria,
Gennany). This is a Boly Zelovce-type buckle - its
pierced-work fitting can be compared with examples
from Pecs-Gyarvaros and Keszthely."

The distribution of these buckles in the western
Merovingian kingdom has not changed radically since
their first mapping, and M. Schulze Schulze-Dorrlamm's
distribution maps indicate that, in total, only eight
examples have been found here. Individual finds are now
also known in southern France, northern Italy and Asia
Minor, but the numerous new finds in the lower Danube
area suggests that this was their main area of circulation.
It is not clear where they were produced, but the northeastern Mediterranean area and the lower Danube region
remain strong possibilities,48
'Syracus' buckles (after 1. Werner and/or D 12 after M.
Schulze-Dorrlamm) are dated from the late-sixth to the
middle and/or the third quarter of the seventh century and
have a distribution with a different centre of gravity.
They are unknown in France and there are only isolated
finds in the lower Danube region. There is, however, a
more intensive distribution in south-eastern England,
Spain, Italy and the northern Adriatic, North Africa and
Egypt, as well as Asia Minor, Greece, and on the
Crimea. 49 Not all buckles of the Syracus type can be
attributed to eastern Mediterranean workshops: on the
contrary, some variants seem to be of a western
Mediterranean origin. 50

2

Other buckle fonns which have sometimes been
described as 'Byzantine' are found predominantly in the
area of the north-west Balkans,51 but it is more
appropriate to characterize these as representatives of the
'Pannonian' types pees, Nagyharsany and Boly
Zelovce.52 It is negligible, of course, to ask whether
workshops on the border with the Byzantine Empire were
responsible for their production or whether the craftsmen
remained in Pannonia, and continued to work under the

4

Fig. 8: 'Pannonian-byzantine' buckles from the Bavarian
region:
1. Linz-Zizlau (Austria) grave 151 (Ladenbauer-Orel, LinzZiz/au - Das baierische Griiberfeld an der Traunmii.ndung, pI.
29), 2: Feldkirchen (Germany) grave 35, 3: Salzburghofen
(Germany) grave 178 (Knijchlein, Studien zur Archiiologie
der Merowingerzeit im Rupertiwinkei, pI. 20A,2; 36A,2), 4:
Weihmijrting
(Germany)
grave
91
(ZeiO,
'Das
Reihengraberfeld von \Veihmorting', pl. 4,16).

48

1. Werner, 'Byzantinisehe Gtirtelschnallen des 6. und 7. lahrhundert.<;
aus der Sammlung Diergardt', KaIner Jahrbuch for Ur- und
Friihgeschichte 1 (1955): 36-48, esp. 37 and map T; Sehulze-Dorrlamm,
Byzantinische Gurtelschnallen und Gurtelbesch/iige, pp. 146-151 fig.
54.
49 Werner, 'Byzantinische Gurtelschnallen des 6. und 7. lahrhunderts
aus dec Sammlung Diergardt', p. 36 fig. 2, map I; Schulze-Dorrlamm,
Byzantinische Gurtelschnallen und Curtelbesch/iige, pp. 171-179 fig.
62. Recent collection: M. KadlOglu and Ph. v. Rummel,
'Frtlhbyzantinische Bronzcfunde aus dem Theater von Nysa am
Maander', Anadolu I Anatolia 24, (2003): 103-114, esp. 110-113, list 1,
fig. 13. New fmds can be added from Kalavasos (Kopetra), Cyprus: M.
Rautmann, A Cypriot village of Late Antiquity. Kalavasos-Kopetra in
the Vasiliskos Valley (Journal of Roman Archaeology, Suppl. Ser. 52;
Portsmouth, 2003), p. 108 no. 11- 19-1, fig. 3.41; and also from Poland:
M . Woloszyn, 'Die byzantinischen Fundstucke in Polen. Ausgewlihlte
Problcme ' , in Byzantium and East Central Europe, cds. G. Prinzing and
M. Salamon (Symposium Krakau 2000. Byzantina ct Siaviea
Craeoviensia 3; Krakow, 2001), pp. 49-59, esp. 52 f. fig. 2.
so Ch. Eger, 'Eine byzantinisehc Gilrtelsehnalle von dcr Krim in der
Sammlung des Hamburger Museums fUr Archaologie', in Materiali po
archeologii Istorii i Etnografii Taurii V (Simferopol, 1996), pp. 343348.
SI D. Csalhiny, 'Les monuments de l'industrie byzantine des mctaux 11',
Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 4 (1956): 261 -291.
S2 V. Varsik, 'Byzantinisehc Gilrtclschnallen im mittleren und lmtcrcn
Donauraum im 6. und 7. Jahrhundcrt', Slovenska Archeolagia 40, 1
(1992): 77-\08; U. Thier, 'Pannonische Gurtelschnallen des spaten 6.
und 7. Jahrhundcrts', Arheolo.fki VesfITik 43 (1992): 135-148.

Grave 151 at Linz-Zizlau (Oberosterreich, Austria)
yielded a bronze belt-buckle with finn pierced-work (Fig.
8.1), which has been classified as a Pees-type buckle",
and there are analogous buckles from Salzburg-Liefering
(Austria)", from grave 35 at Feldkirchen (Bavaria,
Gennany)57 as well as from grave 91 at Weihmorting

Garam, p. 108; IbIer, 'Pannonische GUrtelschnallen', p. 138.
E. Wintergerst, Neue reihengriiberzeilliche Funde aus del' Umgebung
von Regensburg (Dissertation, University of Bamberg, 1996), pp. 69-70
pL 34.3. Ibler, 'Pannonisehe Giirtelsehnallen', fig . 3.3.16.
5S H. Ladcnbaucr-Orcl, Linz~Zizlau - Das baierische Griibeifeld an der
Traunmiindung (Vienna and Munich, 1960), p. 60, pl. 15.
% Thier, 'Pannonische GOrtelschnallen', p. 145 no. 13.
S7 R. Kn6ehlein, Sludien zur Archii%gie der Merowingerzeil im
Rupertiwinkel (Dissertation, University of Munich, 1991), pl. 36A2.
B
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(Bavaria, Germany) (Fig. 8.2.4)58 The best parallels for
the bronze buckle with firm, pierced-work fittin§ from
grave 178 of Salzburghofen (Bavaria, Germany)' (Fig.
8.3) can be seen amongst tbe range of the Nagybarsanytype buckles - for example, those from Kruje or Gy6d.'"
A very similar buckle was recently discovered in grave
205 at Straubing-Alburg (Bavaria, Germany).'!
Altogether, 'Pannonian' buckles are concentrated more
strongly lD the southeastern-most region of the
Merovingian Empire (that is, Bavaria), which is not
surprising, in view of its proximity to the area of their
apparent manufacture.

would seem that knowledge of Byzantine forms was
spreading into Central and Western Europe in the early
sixth century. Interestingly, this can be reconstructed with
the help of a different type of buckle: one pierced-work
gold buckle was found in the treasure trove of Mytilene
on Lesbos (Fig. 9.1).63 Almost identical pieces are also
known from Avar sites (Fig. 9.2) - some of these are
produced on a larger scale and some are simple bronze
buckles." Both can be described as 'Nagyharsany'-type
buckles. Finally, in the west of the region, there are more
ImItation ' Byzantine' buckles, which G. Zeller
categorised as 'Schwabsburg' _type." Some of these can
be further classified into a type that is an imitation of the
'Pannonian' type, 'Nagyharsany' (Fig. 9.3)."
More examples could be cited here, and a discussion of
the origin and distribution of belt sets would be a useful
line of further research. However, on the basis of the
above analysis it is already clear that it is far too
simplistic to refer simply to 'Byzantine' buckles, for they
are likely to derive from several different geographical
regions. 67 Yet, it is also clear that there are imported
buckles from the Mediterranean area and the Byzantine
world, in particular. Sites in the easlern Merovingian
kingdom are more likely to show these connections than
sites in the western part of the kingdom."

Aubing, Stadt Miinchen (Monographicn dcr Prfihistorischcn
Staatssammlung Munchen I; Stuttgart, 1998), p. 102, pl. 198.6.
6l A. Yeroulanou, 'Jewellery in the Byzantine World', in Greek
Jewellery from the Benaki Museum Collections ed. E. Georgoula
(Aihens, 1999), pp. 280-295, esp. 290 fig. 207 .
64 Garam, pI. 64; 65, 14.
65 G, Zeller, ' Das frlinkische Grlibcrfeld von Habnhcim', Mainzer
Zei/schrijt 67/68 (1972173): 330-367, esp. 341 t:, note 77.
66 Dillingen (Bavaria, Germany): Th. Kersting, Be:l"I·edlungsgeschichle
des fn'ihen Millelalters im nordlichell Bayerisch·Schwaben (Beitragc
zur Ur- und Friihgeschjchtc Mittc1europas 24; Weissbach. 2(00), pp.
37-38 pI. 17A.6. 6stringen-Odenheim (Badcn-WOrttcmbcrg, Germany).
grave 8: Bac/ische Fundberichte 17 (1941-47). pI. 89,9. MUnchenAubiog (Bavaria. Gennany) grave 657: Dannheimer, Das baiuwarische
Reihengriibeifeld von Aubing, Stadt Miinchen, p. 166 pI. 67. MannheimStrallenheim (Baden-Wilrttcmberg, Germany) grave 84: (pcrs. eomm.
Dr. U. Koch). Eltville (Hessen, Germany) grave 558: (peTS . comrn. Dr.
M. C. Blaich). Edingen, Gde. Edingen-Neckarhauscn (BadenWUrttcmbcrg. Gcnnany): (pers. comm. Prof. Dr. G. Fingcrlin). GicBcn
and environment (Hessen, Gennany): H. ZeiB, 'Hessische
Brandbestattungen der jUngeren Merowingerzeit', Germania 18 (1934):
279-284, esp. 281, fig. 1,4. Sebwabsburg: Zeller, Die friinkischen
Alferrumer des niirdlichen Rheinhessell, pI. 69.12.
67 Drauschke, Zwischen Handel ulld Geschenk, pp. 133 fT.
68 A discussion of origin and distribution of belt sets with many pieces
would lead to far now, sec for example: J. Werner, 'Nomadischc Giirtel
bei Persem, Byzantinem und Langobarden', in La Civi/ul de;
Longobardi in Europa, cds. E. Cerulli et al. (Kongress Rom und
Cividale dei Friuli 1971. Problemi attuali di Scicnza e di Cultura 189;
Roma, 1974), pp. 109-139; Balint, 'Byzantinischcs zur Hcrkunflsfrage
des vieitciligcn Giirtels'; M. Schmauder, ,Vieitcilige Giirtclgarnituren
des 6.-7. Jahrhunderts: Herkunft, Aufkommen und Triigerkrcis', in Die
Awaren am Rand del" byzantinischen Welt, cd. F. Daim (Monographien
zur Friibgcschichte und Mittelalterarcbaologie 7; lnnsbruck. 2000), pp.
1544.
VOII
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Fig. 9. 1: Golden buckle from tbe treasure of Mytilene
(Lesbos/Greece) (Yeroulanou, 'Jewellery in the Byzantine
World', p. 290 fig. 207); 9.2: Bronze buckle from p~cs
(Hungary) grave 7 (Garam, pI. 64,6); 9.3: Bronze buckle
from Aubing, city of Munich (Germany) grave 657
(Dannheimer, Das baiuwarische Reihengriiberfeld von
Auhing, Stadt Munchen, pI. 67,(5).

Various imitation 'Byzantine' buckles have been found in
the region north of the Alps. These include square
double-buckles and buckles of the type SyracusfD 12." It

sa H. Zcil3, ' Oas RcihcngriiberfcJd von Weihmorting, B.-A. Passau';
Bayerische Vorgeschichlsbliitler 12 (1934): 21-41, pi. 4.16.
59 Knochlein, p. 57, pl. 20A.2.
60 Varsik, 'Byzantinische Giirtelschnallcn im mittleren und untcren
Donauraum im 6. und 7. JahrhuDdcrt', p. 103 pI. 5.3; SchulzeDorrlamm, Byzantinische Gurle/schna/len und Curle/besch/lige, p. 228,
fig. 84.8.
61 S. Moslein, 'Ein weiteres friihmittelaitcrliches Grliberfeld von
Alburg' , Das Archiiologische Jahr in Bayern (2000): 99-102, fig. 100.
62
Schulzc-Dorrlamm,
Byzantinische
Curte/schnallen
und
Giirlelbeschliige, pp. 31-33 fig. 12. and buckles of the type Syraeus/D
12. G. Zeller, Die friinkischen Altertumer de.~ n6rdlichen Rheinhessen
(Gennanische Denkmalcr der VOlkcrwanderungszeit B 15; Stuttgart,
1992), pI. 69,5; H. Dannheirner, Das baiuwarische Reihengriiberfeld
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Fig. 10: Basket earrings from the eastern
Mediterranean region. 1, 2 and 4: Benaki
Museum Athens (Segall, Kalaiog der
Goldschmiede-Arbeiten, pl. 50,234.235.237);
3: Egyptian Museum Cairo; 5: British
Museum London (Yeroulanou, Dia1rila. Gold
pierced-work jewellery from the 3rd to the 7th
century, p. 278 no. 463 aDd 464).

earrings have been found in the core area of the
Byzantine Empire. They cover the period from the third
to the eleventh century.

Earrings
Typically 'Byzantine' basket earrings, as well as four
pairs of golden lunate-shaped earrin~s, have been found
in burials of the region in question. 9 Parallels from the
Mediterranean and the Balkan area as well as from
museum collections, show that basket earrings with
pierced-work baskets have a distribution confined to
Italy, former-Yugoslavia and the Carpathian Basin.'o By
contrast, earrings with closed, bag-shaped baskets are
also known from fifth-century contexts in Bulgaria and
sixth-century contexts in Macedonia. 71 Very few basket

In view of tbe fact that few examples have been
published, further conclusions are difficult at this stage,
but it is possible to distinguish between earrings
composed of a central cube with four to six fastened
hemispheric bowls andlor baskets 72 (presumably partly
affected by Arab style) which can be dated to the middle
Byzantine period and those earrings worked from three,
usually pierced-work, hemispheric bowlslbaskets (Fig.
10).'3 At the moment, because of a lack of stratified
contexts, a precise date between the third and seventh
century cannot be identified. Golden lunate earrings are
well-known from the eastern Mediterranean area, but the
fact that parallels cannot be made for all pieces from tbe
region north of the Alps, suggests that not all of tbe
earrings have a Byzantine provenance,74

Basket earrings: G. Fingcrlin, 'Imitationsfonncn byzantinischcr
Korbchen-Ohrringe nordlich der Alpen. Fundberichte aus BadenWtirttemberg', I (1974): 597-627; E. Riemer, 'Byzantinische Korbchenund Halbmondohrringe im Romiscb-Germanischen Museum K6in
(Sammlung Diergardt)'. Kainer Jahrbuch for Vor- und Fn'ihgeschichte
25 (1992): 121 -136; Drauschke, Zwischen Handel und Geschenk, pp.
170 ff. Lunate-shaped earrings: Feldkirchen (Bavaria, Germany) grave
79: Kn6chlein, Studien zur Archiiologie der Merowingerzei( im
Rupertiwinkel, p. 176 pI. 38F, 3-4. Linz-Zizlau (Austria) grave 83: H.
Ladenbauer-Orcl, Linz-Zizlau - Das baierische Griibeifeld an der
Traunmiindung, pp. 46-47, pI. 7.9; 22, 44. Petting (Bavaria, Gennany)
grave 99, pair with one Mediterranean original and one copy: D.
Reimann, 'Byzantinischcs aus dcm Rupcrtiwinke1 - zum Ohrringpaar
von Petting', Da\' Archiiologische Jahr in Bayern (1991): 143-145, fig.
113. Steinhoring (Bavaria, Gennany) grave II : S. Arnold, Das
bajuwarische Reihengriiberfeld van SteinhOring, Landkreis Ebersberg
(Charybdis 5; Hamburg, 1992), pp. 154 f. fig. 1; pI. 4.2-3.
70 Italy: E. Possenti, Gli orecchini a cestello Altomedievali in Italia
(Riecrchc Archcologia Altomedievale c Mcdicvalc 21; Florcnce, 1994);
E. Riemer, Romanische Grabfunde des 5. - 8. Jahrhunderts in ltalien
(lntemationale Archaologie 57; Rahden/Westf., 2000), pp. 45 ff. For
former-Yugoslavia: J. Kastelic, 'Les boucles d'oreilles it corbeille en
Slovcnie', Archaeologia Iugoslavica 2 (1956): 119-129; Z. Vinski,
'Korbchcnohrringe aus Kroaticn', in Die Wiener Schute der
Valkerkunde. Festschrift des Instilutsfur VOIkerkunde Wien 1929-1954,
eds. J. Haekel et al. (Vienna, 1956), pp. 564-568; U. [bIer, Studien zum
Konfinuitiitsproblem am Ubergang von der Antike zum Mittelalter in
Nord- und Westjugoslawien (Dissertation, University of Bonn, 1990),
pp. 44 ff. For the Carpathian Basin: Garam, pp. 15-18, pI. 1-2.
71 Riemer, Romanische Grabjunde des 5. - 8. Jahrhunderts in Italien, p.
61, fig. 9c. L Mikulcic, Spiitantike undjrilhbyzantinische Befestigungen
in
Nordmakedonien:
Stiidle,
Vic;,
Rejugien,
Kastelle
(Veroffentlichungen der Kommission zur vergieichenden Archaologie
romischer Alpen· und DonauHindcr / Milnchner Beitrllge zur Vor- und
Frtihgeschichte 54; Munich, 2002), fig. 193; 280, 1-3.
69

72 Examples are known from Sara~hane. Istanbul: R.M. Harrison,
Excavations at Sararhane in Istanbul I (Princeton, 1986), p. 267 no.
597; and possibly Ephesus: Colleclion H. Stalhalos Ill: Objets antiques
et byzantins (Strasbourg, 1963), p. 287 no. 220, as well as from the
collections of the Archaologische Staatssammlung Mlinchen: L
Wamser and G. Zahlhaas (cds.), Rom und Byzanz. Archiiologische
Kostbarkeiten aus Bayem. Ausstellungsfcatalog Miinchen 1998-99
(Munich, 1998), 192 f. no. 268; and the Benaki Museum, Athens: B.
Segall, Katalog der Goldschmiede-Arbeiten. Benaki Museum Athens
(Athens, 1938), pp. 152 f. no. 234 f., pI. 50.
n Possible examples are known from Asia Minor: E. Hoogendijk,
'Byzantine earrings from the Collection of the Rijksmuseum van
Oudheiden in Leiden', Oudheidkunde Mededelingen (1994): pp. 139151 , 141 f. fig. 3. Also from the collections of the Benaki Museum,
Athens: Segall, Katalog der Goldschmiede-Arbeiten, p. 153, no. 237;
160 no. 252, pI. 50. Also from the British Museum: A. Ycroulanou,
Dia/rita. Gold pierced-work jewel/ery from the 3rd to the 7th century
(Athens, 1999), p. 278 no. 464.
74 1. Baldini, 'Gli orccchini a corpo semiluuato: c1assificazione
tipologica', Corso di Cultura sull'Arte Ravennate e Bizantina 18
(1991): 67-101; L Baldini Lippolis, L 'oreficeria nefl'Impero di
Constantinopoli tra IVe Vll secolo (Bibliotheca Archaeologica 7; Bari
1999), pp. 103 ff. no, 2.11.7 ff.; Ycroulanou, Dialrita. Gold piercedwork jewellery from the 3rd to the 7th century, pp. 279 IT. no. 475 ff.;
Riemer, Romanische Grabfimde des 5. - 8. Jahrhunderts ill ltalien, p.
67,listl.
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Fig.
11:
Find
spots
of
Mediterranean cast bronze vessels,
type B (after Harris, p. 67 fig. 14).
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Brooches

Mediterranean area, where such crosses are usually dated
from the sixth to early-seventh centuries.76

Byzantine brooches, imitation or otherwise. are nearly
unknown in north-west Europe during this period.
Among the few pieces, which mainly originate from the
Mediterranean area, are two disk brooches found in burial
38 at Giittingen (Baden-Wiirttemberg, Germany) and a
square jewel brooch from grave 403 at Mengen (BadenWootemberg, Germany)." They were reworked (perhaps
north of the Alps) and were only secondary used as
brooches.

Bronze vessels

So-called 'Coptic' cast bronze vessels represent the
largest group of Mediterranean vessels in north-west
Europe. It has become generally accepted that they
originate in the eastern Mediterranean, even if a
production centre in the western Mediterranean area
cannot be excluded for some types." Since P. Perin

Pectoral cross
H. Roth, 'Almandinhande1 und -vcrarbcirung im Bereich des
Mittelmeeres', Beitriige zur Allgemeinen und Vergleichenden
Archii%gie 2 (1980): 309-334, esp. 332 fig. 8; M. Trier, Die
frUlimifte/aiterliche 8esied/ung des unteren lind mill/eren Lechrals nach
archii%gischen Que/lell (Materialhefte zur Baycrischen Vorgeschiehte
A 84; KalimilnzlOpf., 2002), pp. 325 f. pI. 25.
77 Sec: J. Werner, ' ltaliscbes und koplisches Bronzegcschirr des 6. und
7. Jahrhundcrts nordwarts der Atpen', in Mnemosynon Theodor
Wiegand. eds. J. F. Cromc ct al. (Munich, 1938), pp. 74-86; J. Werner,
'Zwei gegossene koptisehc Bronzeflasehcn aus Salona', Zbornik
Radova Posvecenik Michael Abramicu I. Vjesnik za Arhe% giju i
His/oriju Dalmalinsku 56/59 (1954/57): 115-128. For discussion about
places of production, sec: H. Dannhcimcr. 'Zur Hcrkunft der
"koptischen" Bronzcgcf'a.6c dcr
Merowingcrzcit',
Bayerische
Vorgeschichtsbliitter 44 ( 1979): 123-147; H. Roth, 'Urcei a/e'Calldrini:
Zur Hcrkunft gcgossenen "koplischcn" Buntmclallger!Hs aufgrund von
Schriftqucllcn', Germania 58 (\980): 156-161; K. Werz, "'Sogenanntes
koptisches" Bununetallgeschirr' (Konstanz, 2005), pp. 65 f.. M.C.
Carrctta, ' II catalogo del vascllamc bronzco Italiano Altomcdicvalc'
16

A silver
(Bavaria,
parallels.
century.

pectoral cross from grave 15 in Friedberg
Germany) is equally rare in having 'Byzantine'
This is dated to the third quarter of the seventh
It possesses numerous parallels from the

G. Fingcrlin, Grab einer adfigen Frau aus Gil/tinge" (Ldkrs.
Konstanz) (Badische Fundbcrichte, Sonderhcft 4; Frciburg, 1964), pI.
2,1-2; 10, 1.3; G. Fingerlin. Die alamannischen Graberfelder von
Giittingen und Merdingen in Siidbaden (Germanische Denkmaler der
Volkcrwandcrungszcit A 12; Berlin, 1971). pi. 18,34. H. Zein, ' Die
frUhbyzantinische Fibel von Mengen, Ldkr. Frciburg i. Br.', Germania
23 (1939) : 269-273; M. Egger, 'Das alamannische Graberfeld von
Mengen ('Hohle-Merzengraben')', in FundMengen. Mengen imfriihell
Mitte/aller (Archiiologische Informationen aus Badcn-Wurttemberg 25;
Stuttgart, 1994), pp. 55-69, fig. 41 and cover.
75
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mapped the distribution of the vessels in the West, afew
more have been found - for example vessels from Avarcontrolled areas (Hungary) - but the general principles of
the distribution have not changed (Fig. II)."

Plant remains and textiles
One must not forget the evidence for exotic plants, such
as clove or incense, although these occur in very small
quantities in the archaeological record." The same
applies to textiles. Silk has been identified in a few
archaeological contexts: for example, there is a silk cross
from grave 62 at Oberflacht (Baden-Wiirttemberg,
GermanYl" There is also a silk garment from Chelles
(France).3 Cotton and gold braid, other textiles of
possible eastern Mediterranean origin, are also very
rarely found in archaeological contexts. 84 Nevertheless,
as a result of progress in textile archaeology, some gold
braid textiles combined with silk has been identified in
recent years, and · it is interesting that their number
increases strongly in the second half of tbe seventh
century, especially from high-status burials in the
Austrasian part of the Frankish kingdom." At present, it
is still unclear whether those textiles arrived as ' finished
products' from the eastern Mediterranean or whether silk
materials were processed further west in Italy or even in
the Merovingian Empire itself. However, future analyses
may well be able to show which gold braid textiles can be
reliably identified as eastern Mediterranean products.

Glass vessels
By contrast, 'Byzantine' glass vessels are scarce.
Examples tend to comprise stemmed goblets with feet,
which are found mainly in southern Germany and the
Rhine country with only few find-spots further west. 79
They are likely to have been manufactured in italy,
probably at either Invillino (/bligo), Torcello or Rome,
where there were early medieval glass workshops'o
Pilgrim flasks
Pilgrim flasks (ampul/ae) were often used 'souvenirs' of
pilgrimage, and are, therefore, unusual here insofar as
they might reflect the presence of Westerners who had
travelled to tbe eastern Mediterranean area and, even
where this is not possible to establish, permit insights into
contacts and relations between East and West. Three
types of fourth- to seventh-century flask bave been
identified: flasks from the Menas sanctuary near
Alexandria, flasks from the Holy Land and those from
smaller sanctuaries in western Asia, In north-west
Europe, ampul/ae are well-known, but nearly all of them
come from museum collections and only few derive from
secure archaeological contexts. As a result, using them as
evidence for Byzantine contacts with the Merovingian
kingdom is still problematical.'l

82

For cloves and incense: Horbourg, Dep. Haul-Rhin (France), grave

4/1884: Kom!jpondenzblau der Westdeutschen Zeilschrift for
Geschichle und Kunst 4, I (l885): NT. 2, Sp. 1-3. Koln St. Severin
(Nordrhcin-Wcstfalen, Germany) grave 217: O. Doppclfcld, ' Das
fr~nkische Frauengrab unter dem Char des Kolner Domes', Germania
38 (1960): 89-113, Ill. Sehleitheim, Kt. Schaffhausen (Switzerland)
grave 637: Bur.der et aI., Dos /riihmiuelallerliche Schleitheim. On the
provenance of cloves and incense, see: J. Werner, Das alamannische
Fiirstengrab lion Wittislingen (Milnehner Bcitrtigc zur Vor- und
Friihgeschichle 2; Munich, 1950), p. 45; J.[. Miller, The spice trade 01
Ihe Roman Empire 29 B.C. to A.D. 64J (Oxford, 1969). pp. 48 ; 102104; W.W. Mullcr, 's. v. Weihrauch' , in RE Supp/bd 15 (Munich,
1978), Sp. 700-777; Schoch, in BUTZler et aL Dos lrUhmiuelallerliche
Schleilheim, pp. 285-288.
~l A. Streiter and E. Weiland, 'Das seidene Aufn!i..hkreuz aus Oberflacht.
Gcwcbeanalyse und Mustcrrckonstruktion' , in Textilien aus
Archiiologie und Geschichte. Festschrift K. Tidow cds. L. Bender
Jergcnscn ct al. (Ncumiinstcr, 2003), pp. 142- 147; J.-P. Laportc and R.
Boyer (cds.), Tresors de Chelles: Sepulwres et Re/iques de la Rei/Ie
Bu/hilde el de I'Abesse Berlille (Ausstellungskatalog Chclles 1991;
Chelles 1991).
B4 Cotton was identified in a fcmale grave at BUlach St. Laurcntius, Kt.
Zfirich (Schweiz): H. Amrein et aI., 'Ncuc Untersuchungen zorn
Frauengrab des 7. Jahrhunderts in der rcformierten Kirche von BUlach
(Kanlon Zilrich)" Zeitschrift for Schweizerische Archdologie und
Kunstgeschich/e 56 (1999): pp. 73-114, esp. 95 f. fig . 32-33. Gold braid
textiles are known from Lauchheim "Wasscrfurehe", Ostalbkreis
(Germany) gravc 795: Stork; Cb. Raub and H. Weiss, 'Untersuchung
von Restcn dcr Goldtadcn eines Brokatgcwcbcs aus Lauchheim,
Ostalbkreis, Grabcrfcld "Wasscrfurchc", Grab 795', Archiio!ogisc:he
Ausgrabungen in Baden-Wiiruemberg (1994): pp. 217-220; A. Stauffer
and F. Weisse, 'Em frtihmittelalterlicbcs Goldgewebe aus Lauchheim',
Fundberichte aus Baden- Wurttemberg 22, I (1998): 729-736.
85 A. Bartel ct aI., 'Der Prachtmantel des FUrsten von Hobing.
Tcxtilarchi.iologisehc Untersuchungen zum FOrstengrab 143 von
Grol3hObing', Bericht der Bayerjschen Bodendenkmalpjlege 43/44
(2002/03): 229-249; A. Bartel, 'Die Goldbandcr des Hcrrn aus
Straubing-Alburg, Untersuchungen einer Bcinbcklcidung aus dem
fri.lhen Mittelalter', Bericht der Bayerischen Bodendenkmalpjlege 43/44
(2002/03): 261·272.

(Ricercbc di Archcologia altomedicvale e medicvale 4; Florence, 1982),
pp. II f.; P. Perin , 'La vaisselle de bronze dilc "cople" dans lcs
royaumcs romano-germaniques d'Occidenl Etat des la question',
Antiquire Tardive 13 (2005): 85-97.
78 P. Perin, 'A propos des vases de bronze "coptes" du VII" siecJe en
Europe de I'ouest: Ie piehet de Bardouville (Seine-Maritime),' CoMers
Arche%giql/es 40 (1992): 35-50; E. Bardos, '''Kopt'' bronzedCny a
Zamardi avar temeIOb61', Somogyi Muzeumok K6z1emenyei 9 (1992): 340; Drauschke, Zwischen Handel und Geschenk, pp. 440 ff., lisl 8.
19 F. Dammillgcr, Die Merowingerzeit im sudfichen Kraichgau und in
den angrenzenden Landschaften (Matcrialhcftc zur Arcbaologie in
Baden-WUrtlcmbcrg 61 ; Stuttgart, 2002), pp. 114- 118, fig. 36, list 5.
80 V. Bicrbrauer, ' Invillino-Ibligo in Friaul L Die romische Siedlung und
das sptitanlik-fri.lhmiUelalterliche Castrum' (Milnchner Beilrage zur
Vor- und Frtlhgesehichtc 33; Munich, 1987), pp. 285 f.; L. Leciejewicz
ct al., Torcel/o. Scavi 1961-62 (lstituto Nazionale d'Archeologia c
Storia dell ' Arte Monografie 3; Rome, 1977), pp. 114 ff., fig . 108-111;
M.S. Arena ct al. (cds.), Roma dall'Antichita oj Medioevo. Archeolagia
e Sloria (Ncl Musco Nazionale Romano Crypta Balbi; Rome and Milan,
200t), pp. 308-310, no. 11.3.303-342.
81 See Bangert, this volume. Also: Ch. Lambert and P. Pedemonte
Demeglio, 'Ampolle dcvozionali ed itinerari di pellcgrinaggio tra IV e
Vil secolo', Anliquile Tardive 2 (1994): 205-231; P. Linscheid,
'Untersuchungen zur Vcrbreitung von Menasampullen nOrdlich dcr
Alpen', in Akten des XII. internationaien Kcmgresses fiir ChristUche
Archa%gie, Bonn /99J, cds. E. Dassmann and J. Engemann (Jahrbueh
fUr Antike und Christcntum, Erganzungsband 20; Munster, 1995), pp.
982-986.
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garnet disk brooches alone shows how widespread the
use of this gemstone was in Central and Western
Europe.'"

Balances and weights
Balances and weights are important typical 'Byzantine'
small finds, although they are not very frequently found
in north-west Europe. 86 Precision balances of
Mediterranean origin are known in Belgium and in
England. 87 In Germany, however, apart from the weights
from grave 75 at Singen (Baden-Wilrttemberg, Germany)
and tomb 6 at Klepsau (Baden-W ilrttemberg, Germany),
which are dated to the sixth century, most finds belong to
the Migration Period or represent local imitations. 88

Cowrie shells also fan into this category. Cypraea
pantherina, thought to have been carried as amulets,
come from the Red Sea, while the Cypraea tigris type
come from the Indian Ocean. Tbeir distribution in
Western Europe (Fig. 12) is similar to the red gamet.91
Ivory, another 'oriental' import, occurs in north-west
Europe mainly as rings, which served on the continent as
the 'enclosure rings' of ornamented bronze discs (Fig.
13). Yet, in Britain the bronze discs are missing and ivory
rings are interpreted as components of bags" Analyses
of the material confirm that they are made of African
elephant ivory, probably the tusks of savannah
elephants" That means that the elephant ivory found in
Western Europe was probably imported from north-east
Africa. A survey of ivory rings in southern Germany and
adjacent regions showed a very dense distribution, which
can only be explained by a heavy inflow of the material."

'Oriental' finds of the sixth and seventh centuries
From the above discussion it would appear that Byzantine
finds do not increase substantially in numbers as we
move from the early Merovingian period into the sixth
and seventh centuries. In fact, the western Mediterranean
area, including the north-west Balkans, played a crucial
role in the production of several categories of object
sometimes referred to as 'Byzantine'. One might be
tempted to suggest that there were only very sporadic or
coincidental contacts with the eastern Mediterranean

region.

Some beads found in Western Europe also have an
'oriental' provenance. Shells from the coasts of East
Africa, the Red Sea or the eastem Mediterranean were the
raw material for 'discoid beads', usually called 'motherof-pearl-beads' because of their shining surface. They
occur in Merovingian tombs of the seventh through to the

However, this is not the case, as we see when we look at
the relatively large group of artefacts that are not
typically 'Byzantine', but which must have arrived in the
West through the eastern Mediterranean area andlor the
Byzantine Empire. These suggest very intensive relations
between Western Europe and these areas until around
700. The provenance of these objects is to be located in
all probability between north-east Africa and south Asia,
on tbe basis of raw material deposits and scientific
analyses.

Cloisonncarbciten', Germania, 78, 1 (2000): 75-96; P. Perin, 'Die
Herkunfl der im mcrowingischcn Gatlicn gcfundencn Granate. Neue
ehcmische und mincralogischc Analysen', in Post-roman towns and

The garnet ranks high among these objects. It was used in
large quantities as a gemstone fitting for brooches and
other jewellery, and derived from fifth- and sixth-century
south-east India and Sri Lanka. 89 The distribution of

trade in Europe, Byzantium and the Near-East. KonJerenz Bad
Homburg 2004. Abstracts, cd. J. Henning (Frankfurt, 2004), pp. 76-78;
for divergent results, see: F. Farges, 'Mineralogy of the Louvres
mcrovingian garnet cloisonne jewellery: origins of the gems of the first
kings of France', The American Mineralogist 83 (1998): 323-330.
90 K. Viclitz, Die Granatscheibenfibeln der Merowingerzeil (Europe
medicvalc 3; Montagnac, 2003).
91 A. v. d. Driesch, 'Tierartliehe Bestimmung von Fundstiickcn', in H.
Geisler, Dos jriihbairische Graberfeld Straubing-BajuwarellStrafte I:
Kalalog der archiiologischen 8efunde und Funde (lnternationalc
Archa.oiogie 30; RahdenfWestf., 1998), pp. 372-374; K. Banghard, 's. v.
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(Berlin and New York, 2000), pp. 344-347; K. Banghard, 'Kauris im
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Miinslersche
Beitrage
zur
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Handelsgeschichte 20, I (200 1): 15-2 1.
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(Katalogc vor- und fiiihgcsehiehtliehcr AltertUmcr 18; Mainz 1970);
J.W. Huggett, 'Imported grave goods and the early Anglo-Saxon
economy', Medieval Archaeology 32 (1988): 63-96, esp. 69, fig. 3;
Harris, p. 174, fig. 61; C. Hills, 'From Isidore to isotopes: ivory rings in
Early Medieval graves', in Image and power in the archaeology of
Early Medieval Britain. Festschrift R. Cramp, cds. H. Hamcrow and A.
MacGregor (Oxford, 2001), pp. 131-146.
93 J. Drauschke and A. Banerjee, 'Zur Identifikation, Herkunft und
Verarbeilung von E1fenbein in der MerowingerLCit' Archiiologisches
Korrespondenzblau37, I (2007): 109-128.
94 Drausehke, Zwischen Handel und Geschenk, 76 fT.

H. Steuer, 'Ocwichtsgcldwirtschaftcn im frilhgcschichtlichcn
Europa', in Untel'suchungen zu Handel lind Verkehr der vor- und
jrUhgeschichrlichen Zeit in Mittel- lind Nordeuropa IV. Der Handel der
Karolinger- lind Wikingerzeit. Kofloquien G6ttingen /980-83, eds. K.
Dilwel ct at. (Abhandlungcn der Akademic der Wisscnschaftcn
Gottingen, Philologisch-Hislorische Klasse, 3. F. 156; Gollingen, 1987),
pp. 405-527, csp. 432 note 105; 433 f. note 106; completion, see: H.
Steuer,
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und
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in
Siidwestdeutschland', Archiiologische Nachrichten aus Baden 43
(1990),43-59.
11 J. Breuer and 1. Alcnus-Leeerf, 'La boite a poids monetaircs de
Lutiommel', Archaeologia Belgica, 86 (1965): 103-116; see also the
collection in: Steuer, 'Gcwichtsgeldwirtschaften im frilhgeschichtlichcn
Europa', p. 440, note 129.
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Steuer,
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und
byzantinisehe Gewichte in
Siidwestdcutschland' .
119 S. Van Roy and L. Vanhaekc, 'L'origine des grenats a I'epoque
mcrovingienne', Vie Archeologique 48 (1997): 124-137; S. Greiff,
'Naturwisscnschaftliehe Untersuchungen zur Frage der Rohstcinquellcn
fur frtihmittc1altcrlichcn Almandingranatsehmuck rhcinf'riinkischcr
Provenicnz', Jallrbucll des Rtimisch-Germanischen Zentralmuseum 45,
2 (1998): 599-646; D. Quast and U. SchUssler, 'Mincralogisehe
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Fig. 12: Distribution of Merovingian-pcriod cowries
(after Banghard, 'Kauris im merowingerzeitlichen Europa', p. 346 fig. 32),

amethyst deposits is not yet clear. South Asia or northeast Africa and/or regions around the eastern
Mediterranean are all possibilities. 96 Given that there are
numerous, almost identical finds of almond-shaped
amethyst beads in the eastern Mediterranean area, which
are found primarily on Byzantine necklaces, an 'oriental'
provenance seems more convincing than an exploitation
of Alpine deposits. 97
The same applies to cylindrical beads made from sea
foam, known from female graves of the second half of the
fifth century to around 600. 98 The material has already
been mentioned in association with early Merovingian
belt buckles of Mediterranean origin (see above) and was
also used - likewise in cylindrical form - for 'sword

Drauschkc, Zwischen Handel und Geschenk, 54 ff.
For a Mediterranean (namely Italian) origin for these objects, see: J.
Werner, Mt1nzdalierte austrasische Grabfunde, (Germanische
Denkmaler der Volkerwanderungszeit 3; Berlin and Leipzig, 1935), p.
75; R. Christicin, Das alamannische Reihengrabeljeld von
Marktoberdorf im Allgiiu (Materialhefte zur Bayerischcn Vorgeschiehtc
21; KallmilnzlOpf., 1966), p. 74 note 206; U. Koch, Das
Reihengriibeifeld bei Schretzheim (Germanische Denkmaler der
Vo1kerwanderungszeit A 13; Bertin 1977), pp. 73 f.; U. Koch, Das
- friillkische Griiberfeld vall Klepsau im Hohenlohekreis (Forsehungen
und Beriehte zur Vor- und Frtihgcschichte in Badcn-Wilrttcmbcrg 38;
Stuttgart, 1990), p. 124 note 44. For Byzantine parallels sec, for
cxample: Baldini Lippolis, pp. 134 fT. Nr. I.e.
98 For lists without differentiation of the raw material, see: A. Hccge,
Grabfimde der Merowingerzeit aus Heidenheim-GrojJkuchen
(Materialhefte zur Vor- und Frtihgeschichte in Baden-Wiirttcmbcrg 9;
Stuttgart 1987), pp. 138 f. note 460; Ch. Grunewald, Das alamannische
Griiberfeld von Unterthiirheim, Bayerisch-Schwaben (Materialhcftc zur
Baycrisehcn Vorgeschichte A 59; KallmunzlOpf., 1988), p. 118, note
90; R. ReiJ3, Der merowingerzeirliche Reihellgriiberfriedhof von
Westheim (Kreis WeifJenburg·Gunzenhausen) (Wissensehaftliche
Beibiinde zum Anzeiger des Gcnnanisehen Nationalmuseums 10;
Niimbcrg, 1994), p. 105, note 170.
96

Fig. 13: Bronze amulet disc with surrounding ring of
elephant ivory from Alburg, city of Straubing (Germany)
grave 500 (after Geisler, pl. 182, 13.14).

beginning of the eighth century." Numerous amethyst
beads of the sixth and seventh century are also known
from north-west Europe, although the source of the

F. Siegmund and M. Weill, 'Perlen aus Muschclschcibchen im
merowingerzeitlichen
Mitteleuropa',
Archdologisches
Korrespondenzblatt 19 (1989): 297-307; A. Lennartz, 'Muschelperlcn Perlmuttperlen - Schneckenperlen. Drei Namen fUr ein Phanomen?', in
Certamina Archae%gica. Festschrift 11. Schnjtzler, cds. Ch. Keller ct
at (Bonner Beitrage ZUT vor- und frtihgcschichtlichcn Archaoiogie 1;
Bonn, 2000), pp. 191-202; for parallels from East Africa: M. Horton,
Shanga. The archaeology of a Muslim trading community on the coast
of East Africa (Memoirs of the British Institute in Eastern Africa 14;
London 1996), p. 323, fig. 246, a-b.
9S
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beads' of that date." Their origin, or at least the origin of
the raw material (sea foam/sepiolith), is probably to be
looked for in the eastern Mediterranean area wo

demonstrated that some, apparently typical, 'Byzantine'
artefacts are very likely to have been manufactured in the
western Mediterranean and/or Italy or io the north-west
Balkans, rather than in the 'core' area of the Byzantine
world.

Mention could also be made of further groups of objects,
whose Mediterranean and/or 'Byzantioe' origin is
debated W1 But the material presented here already
suggests that the quantity and variety of goods
transported from or through the eastern Mediterranean
area to north-west Europe in the sixth and seventh
century was very considerable and substantially greater
than that of the fifth century. Therefore, we must assume
continuing close relations between the Merovingian
kingdom and the Mediterranean area. lt is possible that
the connection took place via southern France and Italy,
for the evidence for direct connections with
Constantinople is not compelling. Interestingly, the
Central and Western European material discussed above
points to a continuing inflow of material until at least
about 700, which, it must be emphasised, is in contrast to
the Mediterranean, where long-distance exchange is
hardly recognisable in the archaeological record after the
second half of the seventh century. Admittedly, the
overall number of imports to Central and Western Europe
strongly decreases in the second half of the seventh
century, but it is hardly likely that these objects are all
residual fmds.

In order to reconcile these two findiogs it is clear that
some differentiation needs to be applied to the term
' Byzantine'. To describe many of these finds simply as
'Byzantioe' is unhelpful. Too often this term is primarily
associated with the core area of the Byzantioe Empire and
the capital, Constantinople. As an iodication of origio,
this is not applicable for much of the material discussed
here; moreover, it obstructs the view of the real reference
systems, even if thereby the stylistic and typological
relations of the individual artefacts are delermined
correctly.
It is, therefore, necessary to separate the stylistic and
typological classification from the localisation of the
probable workshops. This is because the definition of
'Byzantine' as a typological tool has developed very
differently depending upon the material being
discussed. 103 Besides, the now substantial progress made
in research on early medieval Mediterranean products,
means that reliable statements on a more or less
representative material basis (dependiog upon the kiods
of objects concerned) seem to be possible. Thus, the
relationship between the distribution of Mediterranean
objects and the localisation of workshops becomes more
and more important. The criterion canon should be
supplemented by technical-scientific investigations,
which give, on the one hand, information about the raw
materials used (including their provenance) and which
could, on the other hand, illuminate procedures relating to
manufacture, from which one can chaw conclusions about
the environment of origin. For example, F. Daim was
recently able to identify belt types of 'Byzantioe'
production amongst eighth-century belts in the Avar
Khanate, on the basis of a sharply defmed catalogue of
criteria, in which technical analyses took a central
place. '04

The 'Byzantine' nature of the Mediterranean finds
On the one hand, this evidence demonstrates a close
relationship between the Byzantine-controlled eastern
Mediterranean area and north-west Europe in the sixth
and seventh centuries. ' 02 On the other hand, it has been

99

For lists without differentiation of the raw material, see: J. Werner,

Beitriige zur Archiiologie des Attila-Reiches (Abhandlungcn der
8ayerischcn Akadcmic dcr Wissensehaftcn, Phil osophisch-Hi slorische
Klassc, N. F. 38 A; Munich, 1956), pp. 120-128 list rv, pI. 75. map 11;
Menghin, pp. 356-357, list Cl.d, map 19; J . Cseh et ai., Gepidische
Griiber/elder im Theissgebiet /I (Monumenta Gcrmanorum
Archacologica Hungariac 2: Monumenta Gepidica; Budapest, 2005), p.
174, fig. 33.
100 For a description of the sea foam-material , see: M. Herdick,
,Meerschaum - ein fast vcrgesscner RohstofT in der Archaologie',
Anschnitt 48, I (1996): 35-36; Herdick, 'Vom Mineral zum
Prestigcobjekt' .
101 For cxample. millcfiori-beads: U. Koch, ,Mcditcrrane und frsnkischc
Glasperlen des 6. und 7. Jahrhunderts aus Finnland' , in Studien ror vorund friihgeschichtlichen ArchiioJogie. Festschrift J. Werner, cds. G.
Kossack and G. Ulbert, (MUnchner Bcitr~ge zur Vor- und
Frtihgeschichte, Erganzungsband I. 2; Munich, 1974). pp. 495-520; A.
Volkmann and C. Thcune, 'Merowingerzeitlichc Millefioriperlcn in
Mittelcuropa', Ethnographisch-A rchiiologische ZeilschriJi 42 (2001):
52 1-553; or weapons such as lances and arrowheads, as wcll as
armaments: U. v. Frceden, 'Awarische Funde in Siiddeutsehland?',
Jahrbuch des Rdmisch-Gennanischen Zentralmuseum, 38, 2 (1991):
593-627; U. Koch, ' Ocr Ritt in die Fernc. Erfolgrcicbe KriegszOge im
Langobardcnrcich', in Die Alamannen, cd. Archaologisches
Landcsmuseum Baden-Wilrtlembcrg (Stuttgart. 1997), pp. 403-415; R.
Kory, 'so v. Schuppen- und Lamellcnpanzcr'. in ReaJlexikon der
Germanischen Allerlumskunde XXVI (Berlin and New York, 2004), pp.
375-403.
102 Roth, 'Handel und Gewerbc vom 6. bis 8. Jh.', p. 350; Drauschke,

The stylistic development of a type, which is always a
mirror of contemporary ideas about the 'correct'
appearance of an object, permits an opportunity to make
statemenl, about cultural traditions standiog behiod that
development. The distribution of the type enables us to
supplement these statements, although they need not
always be congruent. So, for example, typologically
'Byzantioe' finds are often more frequently found outside
the Byzantine Empire's borders than withio them. This is
sometimes a function of different cultural practices - for

103 For this discussion in relation to definitions of 'Byzantine' art see,
for cxamplc: R. Warland, ' s. v. Byzantinische Kunst', in Lexikon fiir
Theologie und Kirche 2 (Freiburg, 1994), Sp. 863 -867; C. Mango,
' Introduction' , in The Oxford history 0/ Byzantium, cd. C. Mango
(Oxford, 2002).
104 Daim, 86 iT.
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distribution took place as well, sometimes in
ecclesiastical contexts, sometimes as gifts made by kings
and other nobles to subordinate social groups or
individuals. An intensified circulation of goods within the
seigneurial systems must also be understood as a form of
re-distribution. The taxation and collection of tariffs may
have led to a forced exchange, too. 109

example, within the barbarian realms the furnishing of
graves was practised extensively. Sometimes, as we have
seen, it is because typically' Byzantine' objects were also
produced beyond the horders of the Byzantine Empire.
In view of possible inaccuracies in the identification of
production sites in the overall Mediterranean area, it is
advisable to use first the term 'Mediterranean' for the
objects in question, and then to supplement this with
'eastern' (or 'western'), if possible.105 If still more
detailed information on provenance is available (for
example, if an object derives from Italy, North Africa or
the Balkan provinces), a further differentiation of the
term 'Byzantine' could take place. 'M In the eastern
Mediterranean, the 'core' area around Constantinople
must be distinguished from the northern Black Sea area
and from the Near Eastern provinces and Egypt. As
shown above, the study of the fifth- to seventh-century
material culture of the Mediterranean area has progressed
to a point wbere such designations are already possible
for some groups of artefacts.

The shown mechanisms can be assigned without
difficulty to the categories of redistribution, reciprocity
and market exchange (including trade), which belong to a
model
widely
accepted
and
applied
within
anthropological studies."o This classification (Fig. 14)
can help in the examination of, for example, the
mechanism of 'trade'. That is, 'trade' can be organised as
barter or based on a monetary economy. Goods or
services resulting from over-production, and considered
to be of equal worth, are exchanged between partners or
institutions either by paying a visil to the trade partner or
by visiting the market place. Each person participating in
the exchange acts according their own perceived
advantage. This is much more important than tbe social
meaning of exchange: the mere existence of professional
or long-distance merchants is not a compelling condition
for the existence of trade. 11 1

The problem of how objects arrived in north-west
Europe
Trade dominates most explanations of archaeological
distributions, including those examined here. Yet, the
structure and conditions of this trade are almost never
described in detail, and neither is the possible migration
of persons bringing the 'strange' goods to north-west
Europe. The contemporary written sources must, of
course, be analysed as a first approach to the problem of
artefact distribution mechanisms in Merovingian times.
Merchants are well-documented, meetin¥. the cost of
living by the plUchase and sales of goods. 07 The written
sources hint at other possible interpretations, but it must
be kept in mind that they are - like archaeological
sources - incomplete and contain little or no information
about areas nol actually mentioned within them, for
example the regions to the east of the Rhine.lOs

This model explains the distribution of goods using the
concept of exchange. However, objects could have been
transported over long distances by individuals, not
necessarily with any intention to distribute or to exchange
them. This, of course, applies particularly to migrations
or exogamous procedures, as weB as by itinerant
craftsmen (Fig. 14).
It is clear that trade cannot be used as the sole explanation
for the importation of goods into the Merovingian
kingdom. There are other mechanisms involved in the
late antique and early medieval transportation of goods in
the Mediterranean area. It is possible, too, that the state
was responsible for some forms of long-distance
exchange, and that distribution was the result of a socalled 'de-commercialized' economy, at least in its most

Despite these limitations, there are a variety of
possibilities by which the distribution could have been
achieved according to written sources. D. Claude has
summarised some of these, including robbery and war
booty, mutual exchange between high-status clerics,
aristocrats and other 'free' people, and donations by the
Byzantine emperor to the Merovingian kings. Re-

109 Claude, 'Aspekte des Binnenhandels im Merowingcrrcieh auf Grund
. der Sebriftqucllen', pp. 10-14.
110 U. Kohler, "FormeD des Handcls aus ethnologischer Sieht" in

Untersuchungen ZII Handel und Verkehr der vor- lind
frohgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mittel- lind Nordellropa I. Melhodische
GrundJagen und Darslellungen zum Handel in vorgeschichllicher Zeil
lind in der Anlike. Kolloquien G6/1ingen J980-J983, cds. K. Do.wel et

lOS This has already been implemented by Fingcrlin, 'Einc Schnalle
mcditcrrancr Form'; Kazanski; Quast, 'Garnitures des ceinturcs
mCditcrrancenncs ' .
106 Garam, pp. 12- 13.
107 See the sources collected by Verhulst
lOS H. Roth, 'Zum Handel der Merowingerzeit auf Grund ausgewll.hiter
archiiologischer Quellen' , in Untersuchungen zu Handel und Verkehr

al. (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaftcn GOttingcn,
Philologiseh-Historischc Klasse, 3. F. 143; GOttingcn, 1985), pp. 13-55,
esp. 16-22; J. Jensen, 'Wirtschaftscthnologie', in Elhnologie.
£infiihrung lind OberbJick, eds. H. Fischer (3. Auflagc Berlin and
Hamburg 1992), pp. 119-147, 134-143; sec also: C. Renfrew and P.
Bahn, Archaeology: theories, methods and practice (London, 1991), p.
310.
III Kohler, 21 f.; Jensen, p. 141.

der vor- lind jruhgeschic.:htlichen Zeit in MiUel- und Nordeuropa III.
Del' Handel des fruhen Mille/alteni. Ko/loquien GiJltingen 1980-J 983,
cds. K. DUwel et al. (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften
Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse, 3. F. 150; Gatlingcn 1985),
pp. 161-192, 164-171 table I.
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Reciprocity
Exchange

Modes of
distribution

Redistribution
Market exchange
(based on barter or

Trade

money-economy)

Wages

lease, interest

Subsistence-economy
with distribution of products
from individual or cooperative
work
Robbery and war booty
Subsidia and tributuary payments

Individual mobility

~

Migration

Exogamy
Moving craftsmen
Exil
Journeys

Fig. 14: Possible forms of distribution in accordance with anthropological models (with additions).

extreme form."2 According to this model, the exchange
of goods was mainly directed by the state, in the form of
supplies (annona), and connections were principally
between the estates of the church and the needs of the
ruling elites. In this scenario, merchants would have acted
merely as agents for the state.
However, it is important to remember that in complex,
organised societies several exchange mechanisms can coexist. In addition, it is necessary to distinguish between
long-distance cross-Mediterranean contacts and regional
markets, because whereas the former may have been
driven by state intervention, the latter may have
comprised money-based trade, which was dependent, to
some extent, on supply and demand dynamics. It is not
only conditions in the Mediterranean area which must be
considered when seeking to explain the transfer of
Mediterranean goods to north-west Europe, but economic
circumstances within the Merovingian kingdom itself,
particularly given that economic life was quite differently
structured either side of the Rhine. l13
It would seem that the two phases differentiated above
were influenced by different transfer mechanisms,
of objects,
their
notwithstanding
the
groups
archaeological contexts and their chronological
classification. The imports (whether from the eastern or
western Mediterranean area) of earliest Merovingian
times are dominated by very prestigious objects of high
value and made of precious materials, which are
particularly associated with high-status burials. It is not ·

112 See: C.R. Whittaker, 'Latc Roman trade and traders', in Trade in the
ancient economy, eds. P. Garnsey et al. (London, 1983), pp. 163·180.
Similarly: P. Arthur, 'Eastern Mediterranean amphorae between 500
aod 700: a view from Italy' , in Ceramiea in [Ialia: V/·Vll see%.
Kongress Rom 1995, ed. L. Sagui (Florence, 1998), pp. 157·183.
ll3 Roth, 'Zum Handel der Merowingerzeit auf Grund ausgewl1hlter
arehaologiseher Quellen', pp. 161 f.; H. Roth, 'Produktion und Erwerb
von Edelmetallerzeugnissen', in FestschriftJiir Otto·Herman Frey zum
65. Gehurtstag, ed. C. Dobiat (Marburger Studien zur Vor· uod
Friihgeschichtc 16; Marburg 1994), pp. 517·522.

surprisingly, therefore, that Mediterranean buckles, for
example, led to many imitations. In view of this situation
(and further evidence from grave-goods), it would appear
that the individual mobility of people and personal
contacts with the Mediterranean area were crucial for the
transfer of goods from the south and east. Mercenaries
could have acquired a buckle, a long and narrow sax or
helmets when they served in the Byzantine anny, for they
are sometimes found together in one burial assemblage.
Exceptional pieces, like the gilt-handled spathae, the
Syrian glass flask from Briiunlingen, the numerous silver
spoons or silk fabrics, give the impression of high-quality
honours or gifts, although it remains questionable
whether 'junior' leaders of the Germanic tribes were
regarded as important enough to receive such allowances
from the Byzantine Emperor. Perhaps not, and it must be
noted here that objects deriving from Italy after the
Ostrogothic conquest must probably be interpreted as
gifts of the Ostrogothic rulers, rather than of the
Byzantine court. Indeed, in view of the numerous Italian
treasuries containing Byzantine silver spoons, it would be
wrong not to include robbery and war booty as a
'transport factor'. Yet, within the Alamannic settlement
range of south-western Germany, strong relationships
with the middle Danube area can be seen, and these can
be partly interpreted as indications of an influx of
persons.114
A change in the variety of Mediterranean finds is clearly
recognisable around 510-530. It is influenced by general
developments in dress style of that time. Thus, the
frequency of ivory rings occurring correlates to the
custom of carrying ornamented bronze discs as amulets
on a long ribbon as part of the female costume.
Nevertheless, changes can be recognized, in my opinion,
which are not related to changes in dress style. For

ll4
D. Quast, 'Yom Einzcigrab zum Friedhof. Beginn der
Reihengdibersitte im 5. Jahrhundert', in Die Alamannen, ed.
Archaoiogisches Landesmuseum Badeo-Wilrttcmberg (Stuttgart 1997).
pp. 171·190; Quast, ' Aufdcr Suche nach fremdcn Mlinnem'.
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example, necklaces and/or beads, as well as ribbons, with
amulets had been carried in early Merovingian times, too,
but cowries and ivory rings, mother-of-pearl- and
amethyst-beads are part of the archaeological record only
after 5 I 0-530. Likewise, in some regions, bronze vessels
are part of grave-good assemblages throughout the entire
Merovingian period - however the cast bronze vessels of
Mediterranean origin start to make frequent appearances
in burials only around 600 and again in the middle of the
seventh century. These changes might reflect new
connections in the Mediterranean area opening up
possibilities for the transport of new types of goods.

the course of the sixth century.1I 7 Yet, warfare cannot
explain the chronologically, as well as geographically,
constant distribution of Mediterranean and 'oriental'
goods within the borders of the Merovingian kingdom as
a whole. For this reason, it is necessary to differentiate
the find material. The numerous items of Byzantine
coins, Mediterranean jewellery and components of dress
(earrings, brooches, pectoral cross, belt-buckles and
exotic textiles) might have not been commodities in the
sense of being traded items; for them the already
mentioned alternatives are rather more satisfying
explanations.

In contrast to the other categories of object examined in
this paper, 'oriental' precious and prestigious objects
actually increase during the later phase. Goods such as
cowries, ivory rings, amethyst- or mother-of-pearl-beads
are now found in larger quantities and are no longer
components only of high-status graves, at least between
about 570-580 and 670-680. Their vast geographical
distribution is noteworthy. Given this, and given that we
are concerned here with material which was not available
in north-west Europe, it is likely that we are seeing a
demand for these 'oriental' goods, which led to trade
relations in the sense defined above. Moreover, in the
western parts of the Frankish kingdom the effects of socalled 'privileged goods traffic' must be considered n 5 In
other words, goods may have been transported over long
distances without commercial activities (in a strict sense)
being responsible.

A further possibility is to understand the distribution of
Mediterranean material as a consequence of the migration
of distinct groups into the Frankish kingdom, especially
during the sixth centuryll8 However, tbis hypothesis
cannot be proved at present. It is likely that some of the
Mediterranean objects arrived into the eastern
Merovingian kingdom in this way, but the proportion
which might have done so is difficult to determine since
the identification of different ethnic groups and
'strangers' In the archaeological record remains
difficult.' "
The Merovingian Empire - part of a globalized
world?

In conclusion, we have seen that exchange mechanisms
between the Mediterranean regions and the Merovingian
kingdom can be seen in operation from the second half of
the fifth century until the beginning of the eighth century.
The archaeological sources suggest that the most
important factors initially were inter-personal contacts,
migration, gift-exchange and booty-taking, with trade
becoming important later in the period. This relates well
with the evidence from the Anglo-Saxon areas of Britain,
where indirect trading relations appear to be responsible
for the distribution of Mediterannean material (which

It is not plausible that the 'oriental' goods are all a
reflection of the activities of itinerant craftsmen, but they
may comprise gifts and/or subsidies from the Byzantine
Empire."
Booty taken in warfare is probably a
preferable interpretation, particularly given that Frankish
and Alamannic troops entered Italy several times during

liS The background for the so-called 'privileged' transport of goods
were thc attempts of Mcrovingian monasteries and churches to achieve
a low-priced supply for their own requires, why they obtained privileges
from thc Merovingian kings such as those for S1. Denis or Corbie. Socalled missi accomplished the business and organized the transport from
the Mediterranean ports in southcrn France to the north. D. Claude,
'Aspekte des Binncnhandels im Merowingerrcich auf Grund dcr
Schrifiqucllen', in Unter:"uchungen zu Handel und Verkehr der vor- und
friihgeschichllichen Zeit in Mitre'- und Nordeuropa III. De,. Handel des
/riihen Millelalters. Kolloqu;en G6f/;ngen 1980-83, eds. K. Dilwel et al.
(Abhandlungen der Akadcmie der Wissenschaften Gettingen,
Philologisch-Historische Klasse, 3. F. 150; Gettingen, 1985), pp. 9-99.
esp. 78 ff. A decrease of occupation merchants within the cxehange of
goods in the Mcrovingian Empire from the sixth to the sevcnth century
is clearly visible. S. Lebecq, ' Les echanges dans la Gaulc du Nord au
VIC siecle: une histoire en miettes' in The sixth century. Production,
distribution and demand, eds. R. Hodgcs and W. Bowden (The
Transformation of the Roman World 3; Leiden, 1998), pp. 185-202, esp.
190.
116 For tributes paid to thc Mcrovingian kings in 535, 571 and 578, see:
E. Ewig, Die Merowingel' und das Frankenreich (3. Auflage, Stuttgart,
1997), pp. 37; 43-45, or as tribute payments of the Lombard Kingdom
paid in kind (for tributes paid between 591 and 618/19 see: U. Koch,
'Oer Rin in die Ferne', pp. 410 f.

Jl1 U. Koch, 'Mcditcrranes und langobardischcs Kulturgut in Grabern
der alteren Merowingerzcit zwischen Main, Neckar und Rhein', in Afti
del 6° Congresso 1ntemationale di Studi sull 'A lto Medioevo I. Mailand
1978 (SpoIClO, I980),pp. 107-121.
118 The recent attempt by Graenert to interpret thc archaeological reeord
of southern material found in the Austrasian part of the Frankish
kingdom as an effect of the migration of Lombard womcn is not
convincing in every case. See: G. Graenert, 'Langobardinnen in
Alamannien.
Zur Interpretation
medilcrranen Saehgutes in
sUdwestdeutschen Frauengrabern des ausgehendcn 6. Jahrhunderts',
Gennania 78, 2 (2000): 417-447.
119 This is not the placc to engage in the debate, particularly vigorous in
German Archaeology, on the extent to which ethnic groups can actually
bc distinguished in the archaeology of thc Early Middle Ages. The
different opinions are statcd by: V . Bierbrauer, 'Zur ethnischen
Interpretation in der frfihgeschichtlichen Archliologie', in Die Suche
nach den Urspriingen. Von der Bedeutung des friihen Mille/allers.
Forschungen zur Geschichte des Mittelalters 8 ed. W. Pohl.
(Ostcrrcichischc Akademic der Wisscnschaftcn, PhilosophischHistorische Klassc. Denkschriftcn. 322; Vicnna, 2004), pp. 45-84; S.
Bralher, Ethnische /nterpretationen in der friihgeschichtlichen
Archa%gie, (Geschichte, Grundlagen, Alternativen. Reallcxikon dcr
Gcnnanischen Altcrtumskunde. Erganzungsband. 42; Berlin and Ncw
York,2004).
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consists mainly of identical 'oriental' objects) during the
same period. 120 This is important because the presence of
the material in Britain (which cannot necessarily be
explained as an effect of migration) is a clear indication
of the importance of trade as a mechanism of exchange
for the fmds from the continent.

which were on the rise from the beginning of the seventh
century onwards. In these areas, one might expect to
obtain a good price and high demand for Mediterranean
goods. The subsequent re-distribution of the objects from
these central locations is an issue that cannot be discussed
here, but which needs further research."]

However, the volume of this trade cannot have been very
extensive, since the relative quantities of goods are low in
relation to the total assemblage of objects from
Merovingian graves. The cast bronze vessels are the
exception, rather than the rule. It seems very improbable
that merchants travelled constantly over the Alps or along
the Rhone, selling their goods within the borders of the
Merovingian kingdom. It is hard to envisage them
roaming from village to village ('Tropfelhandel'), in
order to exchange gemstones, cowries and ivory for the
surplus products of Frankish rural activities. A more
plausible explanation would take into account longer
periods of time between the visits of merchants and

From the general outline of contacts between the
Merovingian kingdom and the Mediterranean world one
can conclude that during this period Central and Western
Europe were still a part of a 'globalised' (Byzantinecentred) world in a broad sense. But while contacts of the
late fifth and sixth centuries seemed to have been more
goal-directed - remembering the efforts of the Byzantine
emperors to win the Frankish kings over to their side
during the armed conflicts with Ostrogoths and Lombards
in Italy - relations became less and less directional from
the seventh century onwards, perhaps because the
Byzantine Empire was busy with its own existential
problems and lost sight of the barbarian kingdoms in the
West.

search for their destination in urban settlements,
particularly the markets of the western Frankish kingdom,

120

Harris, pp. 175 fr..

121
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See: Drauschkc, Zwischen Handel lind Geschenk, p. 366.

